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Abstract
A generalized disclination (g.disclination) theory [AF15] has been recently introduced that goes
beyond treating standard translational and rotational Volterra defects in a continuously dis-
tributed defects approach; it is capable of treating the kinematics and dynamics of terminating
lines of elastic strain and rotation discontinuities. In this work, a numerical method is devel-
oped to solve for the stress and distortion fields of g.disclination systems. Problems of small and
finite deformation theory are considered. The fields of a single disclination, a single dislocation
treated as a disclination dipole, a tilt grain boundary, a misfitting grain boundary with discon-
nections, a through twin boundary, a terminating twin boundary, a through grain boundary, a
star disclination/penta-twin, a disclination loop (with twist and wedge segments), and a plate,
a lenticular, and a needle inclusion are approximated. It is demonstrated that while the far-field
topological identity of a dislocation of appropriate strength and a disclination-dipole plus a slip
dislocation comprising a disconnection are the same, the latter microstructure is energetically
favorable. This underscores the complementary importance of all of topology, geometry, and en-
ergetics in understanding defect mechanics. It is established that finite element approximations
of fields of interfacial and bulk line defects can be achieved in a systematic and routine manner,
thus contributing to the study of intricate defect microstructures in the scientific understanding
and predictive design of materials. Our work also represents one systematic way of studying the
interaction of (g.)disclinations and dislocations as topological defects, a subject of considerable
subtlety and conceptual importance [Mer79, AMK17].
1 Introduction
In the context of continuum mechanics, the distortion measure is similar to a deformation or a
displacement gradient, except such a measure is not the gradient of a vector field in many situa-
tions involving material defects. Such a situation arises when the distortion represents, through a
non-singular field, the ‘gradient’ of a field that contains a terminating discontinuity on a surface.
If the discontinuity is in the displacement field, the terminating curve is called a dislocation; if the
discontinuity is in the rotation field, the terminating curve is called a disclination. In some cases,
the discontinuity can arise in the strain field as well, as for instance in the solid-to-solid phase trans-
formation between austenite and martensite. In [AF12, AF15], the concept of the disclination is
extended to the generalized disclination (g.disclination) to deal with general distortion-discontinuity
problems. The g.disclination can be thought of as a discontinuity (along a curve or loop) of a dis-
tortion discontinuity (along a surface).
The strain and stress fields of dislocations and disclinations in a linear elastic isotropic body
have been studied in [Nab85, Nab67, DeW73a]. However, in classical linear elasticity, the stress
and strain fields for these defects have singularities at the defect cores, often predicting infinite
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energies for finite bodies. In [AF12, AF15], a continuum model is introduced for the g.disclination
static equilibrium as well as dynamic behaviors, where the singularities are well-handled. The
Weingarten theorem for g.disclinations established in [AF15] is characterized further in [ZA16], with
the derivation of explicit formula for important topological properties of canonical g.disclination
configurations. Relationships between the representations of the dislocation, disclination, and the
g.disclination from the Weingarten point of view and in g.disclination theory are established therein.
Concrete connections are also established between g.disclinations as mathematical objects and
the physical ideas of interfacial and bulk line defects like defected grain and phase boundaries,
dislocations, and disclinations. The papers [AF12, AF15, ZA16] explain the theoretical and physical
basis for the results obtained in the present work.
This paper focuses on the applications of the g.disclination model through computation. The
goal is to show that the g.disclination model is capable of solving various material-defect problems,
within both the small and finite deformation settings. Finite element schemes to solve for the stress
and energy density fields of g.disclination distributions are proposed, implemented, and verified for
the small and finite deformation settings, for a ‘canonical’ class of defect configurations (mentioned
in the abstract).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains notation and terminology. In Section 3,
we briefly review elements of g.disclination theory from [AF12, AF15] that provide the governing
equations for this work, rationalize a procedure for defining a g.disclination as data for computa-
tion of stress fields, and discuss the stress field of a disclination viewed as an Eshelby cut and weld
problem. Section 4 proposes numerical schemes based on the Galerkin and Least Squares Finite
Element methods to solve for the fields of g.disclinations at small and finite deformations. Section
5 contains results pertaining to twelve illustrative problems (with sub-cases), all modeled by appro-
priate combinations of g.disclinations, eigenwall fields, and dislocations as data. Section 6 makes
contact between the g.disclination model and classical disclination theory of DeWit [DeW73a], un-
der appropriate restriction on specified data. It is also shown here that for identical specified data,
g.disclination theory predicts essentially the entire elastic distortion uniquely, while the classical
theory uniquely predicts only the elastic strain field, a particularly clear distinction for the special
case of both models in which the data specified is only a dislocation density field. Section 7 contains
concluding remarks.
2 Notation and terminology
The condition that a is defined to be b is indicated by the statement a := b. The Einstein summation
convention is implied unless specified otherwise. Ab is denoted as the action of a tensor A on a
vector b, producing a vector. A · represents the inner product of two vectors; the symbol AD
represents tensor multiplication of the second-order tensors A and D. A third-order tensor is
treated as a linear transformation on vectors to second-order tensors.
The symbol div represents the divergence, grad represents the gradient. In this paper, all tensor
or vector indices are written with respect to the basis ei, i=1 to 3, of a rectangular Cartesian
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coordinate system, unless stated otherwise. In component form,
(A× v)im = emjkAijvk
(B × v)irm = emjkBirjvk
(divA)i = Aij,j
(divB)ij = Bijk,k
(curlA)im = emjkAik,j
(curlB)irm = emjkBirk,j
where emjk is a component of the alternating tensor X.
The following list describes some of the mathematical symbols we use in this work:
U e: the elastic strain tensor (2nd-order).
F e: the elastic distortion tensor. In small deformation, F e = I +U e (2nd-order).
W : the inverse-elastic (i-elastic) 1-distortion tensor. W = (F e)−1 (2nd-order).
Fˆ e: the closest-well elastic distortion tensor (2nd-order).
Wˆ : the closest-well-inverse-elastic (cwi-elastic) 1-distortion tensor. Wˆ =
(
Fˆ e
)−1
(2nd-order).
S: the eigenwall tensor (3rd-order).
Y : the i-elastic 2-distortion tensor (3rd-order).
α: the dislocation density tensor (2nd-order).
Π: the g.disclination density tensor (3rd-order).
The normalized difference between two stress fields σA and σB is denoted as δσA,B, defined as
δσA,B =
|σA − σB|
|σA| , (1)
where | · | represents the l2-norm of a matrix. The mean of δσA,B is defined as the volume aver-
age of the field δσA,B over the entire body. Note that, by definition, whenever such comparisons
are presented, they represent differences between the tensors involved and not that of any specific
components.
3 Elements of g.disclination theory
We recapitulate the basic theory for g.disclination statics from [AF12, AF15] for the sake of com-
pleteness and provide the arguments for defining individual g.disclination cores for work in subse-
quent sections.
Developed as a generalization of eigenstrain theory of Kro¨ner, Mura, and deWit, an individual
g.disclination is a curve that terminates a discontinuity of elastic distortion on a surface. The
distortion discontinuity is modeled by a field with support within a layer [AF15], as shown in
Figure 1. The termination is considered as continuous over the core within the layer. The core is
the support of the g.disclination density field. The strength of an individual g.disclination is simply
the difference of the distortions forming the distortion discontinuity terminated by it. One way of
setting up the 3-order g.disclination density tensor is to assign the tensor product of the strength
tensor and the tangent direction vector of the g.disclination curve as a uniformly distributed field
within the g.disclination core, and zero outside it - further details are provided below in (13)-(18).
The fundamental kinematic decomposition of g.disclination theory is
Y = grad W + S, (2)
3
Layer 
Generalized 
disclination core
Figure 1: Physical regularization of a classical terminating discontinuity of a vector/tensor field.
Treat its distortion discontinuity as a field localized inside the layer.
where W is the i-elastic 1-distortion and S is the eigenwall field.
With this decomposition of Y , a natural measure of the g.disclination density is
curl (Y − gradW ) = curlS =: Π, (3)
since it characterizes the closure failure of integrating Y on closed contours in the body:∫
A
Πnda =
∫
C
Y dx,
where A is any area patch with closed boundary contour C. Physically, it is to be interpreted as
a density of lines (threading areas) in the current configuration, carrying a tensorial attribute that
reflects a jump in the values of W across the layer representing a phase/grain boundary.
The dislocation density is defined as
α := Y : X = (S + gradW ) : X. (4)
When there is no discontinuity of elastic distortion across a layer, namely S = 0, (4) becomes
α = − curlW , since curlA = − gradA : X for any smooth tensor field A. We utilize a Stokes-
Helmholtz-like orthogonal decomposition of the field S into compatible and incompatible parts,
S = S⊥ + gradZs. (5)
For the problems of g.disclination statics considered in this paper, α and either Π or S need to
be prescribed as data. In the case where α and Π are prescribed, we take Zs = −I and S = S⊥
with S⊥ determined by the system
curlS⊥ = Π
divS⊥ = 0
with S⊥n = 0 on boundary of the body,
(6)
which guarantees that the field S⊥ is vanishing if and only if Π = 0.
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Defining a new field Hs as the deviation of −Zs from the identity so that
Hs := −(Zs + I) and S = S⊥ − gradHs, (7)
when α and S are prescribed, Zs is determined from
div(S) = div(gradZs) = −div(gradHs) (8)
with the value of Hs = 0 at a single point of the body.
Then, given α, S, and Hs, the i-elastic distortion field W is determined from the system
α = (S + gradW ) : X
Wˆ = W −Hs
div[T (Wˆ )] = 0
Tn = t on the boundary,
(9)
where T (symmetric) is the stress field depending on Wˆ (and the unstressed elastic reference from
which Wˆ is measured). t is a prescribed, statically consistent traction field on the boundary of the
body. For all computations in this paper we will assume t = 0, unless otherwise specified, but this
implies no loss of essential generality in the formulation or in the computational work.
We view the i-elastic distortion W (x) as a mapping between a local configuration, around the
generic point x in the generally stressed configuration, and a fixed (over all x) local stress-free
configuration; how the local configuration around each point x of the current configuration is to be
understood, at least in principle, is described in Appendix A. In our model there is some freedom
in making the choice of the fixed local stress-free configuration; for instance, it may be associated
with the stress-free state of a particular phase of the material, e.g. the high-temperature/symmetry
austenite phase. In this paper, we associate it with the stress-free local configuration of a particular
point in the body (that would represent one of the phases of the material, say a martensite variant);
the point is the one where Hs is specified (see the discussion surrounding (8)). The cwi-elastic
distortion, Wˆ (x), on the other hand represents the mapping between a local configuration around
the generic point x in the stressed configuration and the unstressed configuration it would attain
when (conceptually) released from all loads on it. The motivation and detailed discussions for the
dependency of T on Wˆ are presented in Sections 5.9 and 6. An example for developing intuition
for some qualitative differences between these fields in the context of a through and terminating
twin boundary is also provided in Appendix A.
We obtain the governing equations for the small deformation case by defining the tensors U e
and Uˆ e through the approximations W = I −U e and Uˆ e := I −Wˆ = U e +Hs with T = C : Uˆ e.
Substituting in (9) and using (7) we have
curl Uˆ e = α− S⊥ : X
div[C : Uˆ e] = 0
[C : Uˆ e]n = t on the boundary.
(10)
with S⊥ satisfying (6). We refer to the symmetric part of Uˆ e, Uˆ esym =: ˆe, as the closest-well elastic
strain and the skew-symmetric part, Uˆ eskw =: Ωˆ
e, as the closest-well elastic rotation tensor. We
similarly define the elastic strain e and the elastic rotation Ωe tensor fields from U e.
It is important to note that if the defect fields Π, α, and Zs transform to RΠ, Rα, and RZs
for a spatially constant (on the current configuration), rotation field R representing a change in the
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point-wise unstressed elastic reference, then the solution W to (9)1 transforms as RW and hence
Wˆ transforms as RWˆ . The corresponding closest-well elastic distortion field is Fˆ eRT measured
from the point-wise rotated, closest-well, unstressed reference. Since elastic constitutive equations
for stress from two different reference configurations, say 1 and 2, necessarily have the property that
T (2)
(
F (2)
)
= T (1)
(
F (1)
)
, where F (2)G = F (1) and G is the invertible tensor mapping reference 1
to 2 (pointwise), we have T (2)
(
F (2)
)
= T (1)
(
F (2)G
) ∀ invertible F (2), and this implies that, for
G = R and 2 representing the rotated unstressed reference, T (2)
(
Wˆ−1RT
)
= T (1)
(
Wˆ−1
)
=:
T (Wˆ ) and therefore the stress prediction on the current configuration from (9) is invariant to the
choice of unstressed elastic reference.
We will assume Zs = −I for many problems considered in this paper where α and Π are
prescribed as data. Sections 5.9-6 are exceptions where α and S are specified. Our model ensures
that, at least with respect to the L2-norm on the space of third-order tensor fields, the stresses
generated are only in response to the prescribed g.disclination (and dislocation) density fields, with
no other sources involved. It also allows the realistic representation of terminating grain/phase
boundaries with an eigenwall field S specified in a layer as in Fig. 1, with the concomitant recovery
of classical results of defect theory related to dislocation and disclination stress fields. The use of the
field Zs (Hs) is essential for this purpose, as it is impossible to represent a through or terminating
grain/phase boundary interface by setting S = S⊥, with S⊥ determined from the g.disclination
density field (possibly vanishing). Details of these situations are discussed in Sections 5.9 and 6.
3.1 Modeling a Π field representing an individual g.disclination core
The tensor Π for a discrete g.disclination can be defined for prescription as given data as fol-
lows. Figure 2 shows an eigenwall field S supported in a layer, whose termination represents the
g.disclination core. The layer is, in general, ‘non-planar’ and its termination not a straight ‘line’.
We assume the layer to be amenable to the description
s(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) = x(ξ1, ξ2) + ξ3ν(ξ1, ξ2), (11)
where x is the ‘mid-surface’ of the layer, parametrized by curvilinear coordinates (ξ1, ξ2), and ν,
the unit normal field to the mid-surface, is defined as
ν(ξ1, ξ2) =
∂x
∂ξ1
× ∂x
∂ξ2
| ∂x
∂ξ1
× ∂x
∂ξ2
| . (12)
ξ3 serves as the remaining coordinate parametrizing the 3-dimensional layer. The parametrization
(in the vicinity of the g.disclination core) is such that the surface ξ1 = 0,− t2 ≤ ξ3 ≤ t2 coincides
with the layer termination within the body, and the surfaces ξ3 = ± t2 are the top and bottom
surfaces of the layer, respectively. The layer mid-surface (and therefore the ν field), is assumed
known (e.g. from observations) for the definition of the S andΠ fields in this static setting. Denote
the i-elastic distortion field (the inverse rotation field in the disclination case) of the upper part as
W1; the i-elastic distortion of the lower part is denoted as W2. The thickness of the layer is t in
the normal direction to the layer. The eigenwall field S in the layer is defined as
S = a(ξ1)
(W1 −W2)
t
⊗ ν, (13)
6
Reference configuration Current configuration
Cross-
section 
Zoom in
Zoom in
Zoom in
Zoom in
Integral loop
𝑾𝑾𝟏𝟏
𝑐𝑐
𝑎𝑎
𝑏𝑏
𝝊𝝊
𝒙𝒙
𝜁𝜁1, 𝜁𝜁3are constant
𝜁𝜁2, 𝜁𝜁3are constant
𝑾𝑾𝟐𝟐
Figure 2: The geometric definition of the layer. a, b and c are natural basis vectors for a
parametrization of the layer by coordinates ξ2, ξ3, ξ1. The two lower sketches conceptualize the
formation of a wedge disclination by the closing and welding of the gap in the unstretched reference
configuration to form the stressed current configuration.
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where a(ξ1) is a scalar function indicating the longitudinal extent of the core of the g.disclination;
a candidate we utilize is
a(ξ1) =

0 ξ1 < 0
1
c ξ
1 0 ≤ ξ1 < c
1 ξ1 ≥ c,
(14)
with c being the core width. The field S is assumed to vanish outside the layer. In general, W1
and W2 could be spatially varying along the longitudinal directions of the layer, while being always
uniform in the transverse direction. Here we assume that W1 and W2, viewed as fields in the layer,
are constant (In Section 5.12.2 we encounter a curved twin boundary of a lenticular inclusion where
this is not the case; we comment on this after (18)). Then Π = curlS and is nonzero only in the
core, given from Appendix B as
Π =
(W1 −W2)
t
⊗ (grad a× ν) in the core. (15)
As discussed in Appendix B, Π has support only in the layer and for a single g.disclination, only
in the core.
We note here that defining Π is essential for many problems where the notion of a g.disclination
with a prescribed strength makes sense without the notion of a corresponding physical interface,
e.g. a pentagon-heptagon pair in a graphene monolayer, where the strength can be inferred without
recourse to a distortion discontinuity. In situations where the axis of a g.disclination core cylinder
is a general space curve, the procedure we have outlined above involving a layer field is still useful
for defining the corresponding Π field.
The strength of a single disclination defined by Π given in (15) is obtained by integrating Π
over any area patch A enclosing the core, such as any whose bounding curve is given by the black
dashed line in Figure 2:
D :=
∫
A
Πda =
∫
core
Πda, (16)
and as shown in Appendix B this is given by W1−W2, which also corresponds to the line integral
of Y on any circuit encircling the core cylinder, since curlY = Π. For a planar layer with ν = e2
and ξ1 = x1,
Π =
W1 −W2
ct
⊗ e3, (17)
and choosing the area patch to be one with normal in the e3 direction, we have
Dij = ct
(W1 −W2)ij
ct
= (W1 −W2)ij , (18)
on the orthonormal basis (ei), i = 1, 2, 3.
If (W1 −W2) is not a constant along the interface, then there is an additional contribution to
Π, as can be seen from the derivation of (53).
3.2 Disclinations in small and finite deformation theory
Consider an interface across which W1 = R1 and W2 = R2 are rotation tensors. For a given
rotation tensor R corresponding to a rotation by an angle θ about an axis l, one associates a skew
tensor W, which we shall refer to as the spin of the rotation in this paper, and its axial vector w
such that
Ra ≈ a+Wa = a+w × a
8
for all vectors a in the plane normal to l when θ is small, as shown in Fig. 3.
𝜃𝜃
𝒂𝒂
𝑹𝑹𝒂𝒂
𝑙𝑙
𝒘𝒘 × 𝒂𝒂
Figure 3: The difference in the action of a finite rotation, R, and its spin, w, with axis l on a vector
a.
The axial vector w is given by
w = tan θ l,
and it follows that in an orthonormal basis
Wij = eimjlm tan θ.
For l = e3, the only non-zero components of W are W21 = tan θ = −W12.
Thus the small deformation approximation of the difference of two rotation tensors R1 and R2
corresponding to angles and axes of rotation (θ1, l1) and (θ2, l2) is given, in the first instance, by
W1 −W2 with components
(W1)ij − (W2)ij = eimj [(l1)m tan θ1 − (l2)m tan θ2] .
In linear disclination theory [DeW73a], the plastic bend-twist tensor arises when the skew-
symmetric part of the plastic distortion tensor Wp, which we shall refer to here as the plastic
spin, exhibits discontinuities such that its gradient field is not well-defined in the whole body as
integrable functions. DeWit [DeW73a] replaces the gradient of the axial vector of the plastic spin
in such circumstances by the plastic bend-twist tensor, κP , which is not irrotational (i.e. curl-free)
in the whole domain to reflect the possibility of the singularities of the plastic spin field, even when
κP is smooth. DeWit further defines the Frank vector of a closed curve ∂A to be
Ωq = −
∫
∂A
κPkqdxk = −
∫
A
pmkκ
P
kq,mnpda,
where A is any area patch whose boundary is ∂A, and n is the unit normal field on A.
For a single disclination, Ω 6= 0 in the core. Following the arguments in [ZA16], one can create
a non-simply connected domain by excluding the core cylinder/curve from the overall simply-
connected body. By making an appropriate cut one can then render the body without the core
simply-connected again (but not continuously deformable to the original body with the core).
On this cut-induced simply connected domain one can construct a spin field W, the gradient of
whose axial vector field matches the given plastic bend-twist field, even though every cut-surface
corresponds, in general, to a different spin field. However, for Ω 6= 0, each such spin field displays
a constant jump (discontinuity) across its corresponding cut-surface and, moreover, this jump is
9
𝑊𝑊+
𝑊𝑊−
A
𝑒𝑒2
𝑒𝑒1
Figure 4: A single disclination characterized by the difference in the spin tensors, W+ and W−.
‘A’ is an area patch enclosing the core.
constant regardless of the spin field (and corresponding cut-surface) involved. Let us denote this
constant jump for a single disclination as JWK and it can be shown, following the arguments in
[ZA16], that
Ωq = −1
2
lqrJWKrl. (19)
As illustration of these concepts, consider a single, straight, disclination through the plane of
the paper as shown in Figure 4. The red point is the disclination core. For the cut-surface shown,
W+ andW− represent the limiting values, from the top and bottom respectively, of the constructed
spin field W on the surface and they have the same rotation axis (e3). Assuming the Frank vector
is specified as |Ω|e3, (19) implies
|Ω| = tanθ1 − tan θ2 ≈ tan(θ1 − θ2) ≈ θ1 − θ2, when |θ1|  1, |θ2|  1. (20)
Thus, when the angles θ1 and θ2 are small, then the magnitude of DeWit’s Frank vector may be
interpreted as the misorientation across any interface terminated by the disclination.
Finally, an observation on stress fields of single disclinations (involving large rotations, in gen-
eral) is in order. Due to the lack of full rotational invariance of the linear elastic stress constitutive
assumption, it is natural to expect large differences between results of small and finite deformation
theory for single disclinations with large misorientations. This can be appreciated by noting that
if T is the nonlinear elastic stress response function out of some reference configuration
T (F ) = T (I) +DT (I)[F − I] +H.O.T,
where H.O.T stands for higher order terms and DT is the derivative of the stress function, and we
assume that F is measured from a stress-free reference. Let DT (I) = C, the 4th-order tensor of
elastic moduli (with minor symmetries). Frame-indifference implies that T (R) = 0 for all rotations
R. Then it is valid to write
0 = T (R) = C[R− I −W] + H.O.T., (21)
where W is the spin of R. In problems where the elastic distortion field attempts to attain locally
large rotations (e.g. the field of a single disclination), it is clear that the linear elastic stress-
approximation to such deformations, given by the first term on the rhs of (21), degrades as the
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angle of rotation increases. This is so since the argument involves (spurious) stretching of vectors
(see Fig. 3) and therefore, strain, and this is sensed by the linear elastic moduli.
4 Numerical scheme
The standard Galerkin method is not adequate for solving the div-curl system (6) [Jia98]. Instead,
we utilize the Least Squares Finite Element Method [Jia98] adapting the ideas in [RA05] for cal-
culating fields of line defects in solids. The scheme for solving the entire system (9) is divided into
three steps.
If Π is prescribed as data, the first step is to solve for the incompatible part S⊥ given the
g.disclination density field Π. If S is prescribed as data, the first step is to solve for the compatible
part Zs given the eigenwall field S. The second step is to solve for the i-elastic 1-distortion tensor
W from (9), with Hs = 0 and S := S⊥ from the first step substituted in (9)1 if Π is data. In the
second step, different numerical schemes are applied to solve for force equilibrium (9)3,4 depending
on whether a ‘small’ or ‘finite’ deformation result is desired. In the following, the symbol δ (·)
represents a variation associated with the field (·) in a class of functions.
When Π is prescribed, the equations to be solved for calculating S⊥ are
curlS⊥ = Π
divS⊥ = 0
with S⊥n = 0 on the boundary,
where Π is a given 3rd-order tensor field. In an orthonormal basis, the weak form for the above
equations is given by∫
V
eijkδS
⊥
rsk,j
(
eimnS
⊥
rsn,m − pirsi
)
dv +
∫
V
δS⊥isj,jS
⊥
ism,mdv = 0. (22)
The essential boundary condition S⊥n = 0 needs to be imposed. Also, (22) should hold for all
possible variations δS⊥ satisfying the essential boundary condition. The variational statement is
obtained by looking for critical points of the least squares functional∫
V
(
1
2
∥∥∥curlS⊥ −Π∥∥∥2 + 1
2
∥∥∥divS⊥∥∥∥2) dv.
When S is prescribed, the equation for calculating Hs is
−div(gradHs) = div(S),
where S is the prescribed eigenwall field and with Hs = 0 prescribed at one point of the body.
The weak form for the above equation is given by∫
V
δHsij,k
(
Hsij,k + Sijk
)
dv = 0. (23)
Noting that regardless of the prescribed data we now have S and Hs defined by the above
rules, the following equations need to be solved in the second step:
A := S : X −α
curlW = A
div
[
T
(
Wˆ
)]
= 0.
where T (Wˆ ) represents the stress response with Wˆ = W −Hs. To solve this system, the small
and finite deformation cases are separately dealt with.
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4.1 Small deformation
On writing W ≈ I −U e and expressing U e = χ+ grad f and T = C(U e +Hs), χ is solved from
the following equations:
curlχ = −A
divχ = 0
χn = 0 on the boundary,
where n is the unit normal vector on the boundary. The weak form of these equations is∫
V
eijkδχrk,j (eimnχrn,m +Ari) dv +
∫
V
δχij,jχim,mdv = 0, (24)
with boundary condition χijnj = 0. In the small deformation case, the governing equation for f is
given by
div [C : (gradf + χ+Hs)] = 0, (25)
where C is the possibly anisotropic, 4-order tensor of linear elastic moduli. Its corresponding weak
form is ∫
V
δfi,j (Cijklfk.l + Cijklχkl + CijklH
s
kl) dv −
∫
∂Vt
δfitida = 0 (26)
where ∂Vt represents the set of point on the boundary where the tractions ti are specified. Also,
the standard essential boundary condition on f are implemented to remove the rigid deformation
mode. Given the generalized disclination density Π and the dislocation density α, the discretized
weak forms (22), (24), and (26) yield the static solutions of a g.disclination problem for the small
deformation case. When S and α are prescribed, (23), (24), and (26) form the corresponding
governing equations.
4.2 Finite deformation
In the finite deformation case one needs to solve χˆ from
curl χˆ = A
div χˆ = 0
χˆn = 0 on the boundary,
see [AR06]. The corresponding weak form is [Pur09]∫
B
eijkδχˆrk,j (eimnχˆrn,m −Ari) dv +
∫
B
δχˆij,jχˆim,mdv = 0, (27)
and the boundary condition χˆijnj = 0 for all i = 1, 2, 3 on the boundary, n being the normal vector
on the boundary. In addition, we need to solve the following equations:
W = χˆ+ grad fˆ
Wˆ = W −Hs
Ee =
1
2
(
Wˆ−TWˆ−1 − I
)
T = Wˆ−1 [C : Ee] Wˆ−T
divT = 0,
(28)
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where (28)3 represents a St. Venant-Kirchhoff constitutive assumption for the stress, with C being
the linear elastic moduli for the material(our basic methodology is, of course, not restricted to this
choice). Also, essential boundary conditions on fˆ are required to eliminate the rigid deformation
mode.
Since the governing equation div T = 0 is nonlinear in fˆ , we apply the Newton Raphson
method to solve the problem utilizing the scheme in [Pur09]. We find that the initial guess for fˆ is
crucial for success in solving problems of g.disclination theory. One contribution of this work is the
development of a systematic strategy for generating this initial guess, as described in the following.
The initial guess for fˆ is denoted as fˆ0. A good candidate for fˆ0 is based on the solution f
from the small deformation theory. Namely, to obtain fˆ0, we solve f from the small deformation
theory equations exactly as given in Section 4.1. Then we set
fˆ0 = X − f as the initial guess for fˆ in the finite deformation theory,
following the justification in [AR06, Sec. 5, p.1707].
With this initial guess for fˆ0 and the solution for χˆ obtained from solving (27), we solve the
weak form of (28)4 for fˆ . The discrete residual is formed from the variational statement for (28)4,∫
B
δfˆi,jTijdv = 0, (29)
and is given by
RAi =
∫
B
Tij
∂NA
∂xj
dv,
where NA is the shape function corresponding to the finite element mesh node A, and RAi is the
discrete residual for the (A, i) degree of freedom.
The tangent stiffness for the problem is obtained by taking a variation of the residual (29) in a
direction dfˆ ; the discrete form of the Jacobian matrix corresponding to the degree-of-freedom pair
{(A, a), (B, b)} is
JABab =
∫
B
∂NA
∂xj
∂Taj
∂F emn
∂F emn
∂Wˆru
∂Wˆru
∂(grad fˆ)bc
∂NB
∂xc
dv.
To summarize, the algorithm for the finite deformation scheme is
• Make a guess for fˆ0. fˆ0 is based on the solution f from small deformation theory, given as
fˆ0 = X − f .
• Solve for χˆ.
• Solve for fˆ using the equilibrium equation, div T = 0. This equation is nonlinear, and solved
using the Newton-Raphson method.
• Obtain Wˆ = χˆ+ grad fˆ −Hs; Ee = 12(Wˆ−TWˆ−1 − I); T = Wˆ−1[C : Ee]Wˆ−T .
5 Applications
In this section, an extensive list of model problems are solved to demonstrate the capability and
features of our theoretical-computational model. Most problems are solved within both the small
and finite deformation settings. In all 2D problems, the body is meshed with quadriltateral, bilinear
elements. In this work, all stress fields are non-dimensionalized by the shear modulus G. All
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length variables are non-dimensionalized by the core/layer height t. Unless otherwise specified, the
elasticity tensor C is assumed to be isotropic with E = 2.6G, ν = 0.3, where E is the Young’s
Modulus, G is shear modulus and ν is the Poisson’s ratio. For all but two of the problems dealt
with in this work, α is set zero; the use of dislocations is explicitly mentioned, when it arises. The
calculations in this section are conducted within the PETSc package on a 16-core computer.
In all figures in this work the horizontal axis represents the e1 direction and the vertical axis
represents the e2 direction, unless otherwise specified. For all disclination problems treated here,
given the misorientation angle θ, the eigenwall field S and the g.disclination density field Π are
defined from (13) and (15) in Section 3.1, with W2 assumed as I and W1 to be
• [
1 tanθ
−tanθ 1
]
for the small deformation case and
• [
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
]
for finite deformation.
We discuss a further point related to the definitions of S and Π in Sec. 5.2 after the discussion of
the Eshelby cut-weld problem.
The stress comparisons between the small deformation and the finite deformation settings in
this section are for all stress components followed the identical definition of the stress difference
given in (1). Denoting σs as the stress field from the small deformation setting and σf as the
stress field from the finite deformation setting, the difference of the stress fields between the small
deformation setting and the finite deformation setting is denoted as δσs,f .
5.1 A single disclination viewed as an Eshelby cut-and-weld problem
The stress field of a single disclination can be interpreted as a non-standard problem of nonlinear
elasticity by adapting Eshelby’s cut-and-weld procedures [Esh57, Esh56]. As will be evident, this
is certainly not the most efficient methodology for dealing with disclinations, in particular, when
they appear in collections of more than one; nevertheless, the example helps to develop intuition
and we describe below the basis of our computation of the analogy.
With reference to Fig. 5 we first consider the following thought experiment. In Step 1 the
edges of a gap wedge (the green lines in Figure 5(a)) in C1, a stress-free configuration, are brought
together to close the gap, resulting in the configuration C2 (Figure 5(b)). This is achieved by
applying appropriate displacement boundary conditions to the edges of the gap wedge. Clearly,
non-zero (reaction) tractions exist along both adjoining edges on C2. In Step 2, imagine welding the
edges to generate the configuration C˜2 and removing from them the reaction tractions generated
in Step 1, letting the welded body relax to the configuration C3. Concretely, the act of welding
generating C˜2 amounts to thinking that all further deformations of C2 are continuous on the surface
in it along which the adjoining edges overlap. C2 has ‘two additional’ boundary surfaces than C˜2.
The act of relaxation implies that the stressed configuration C˜2, now connected along the surface
formed by the overlapping edges, is subjected to no internal, singular body force fields. Due to the
removal of the reaction tractions on the edges, the stress field arising from the deformation in Step
1 no longer satisfies equilibrium on C˜2, but the body now can only deform through a compatible
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deformation of C˜2 to achieve the configuration C3 where it is in (force) equilibrium with no applied
tractions or body forces.
We approximate the solution of the above problem with the algorithms described in Section 4 as
follows. We assume the configuration C˜2 as known (the domain in Fig. 6(a)) and first determine the
stress-free configuration C1. This is done by viewing the intersection of the positive x-axis and the
body as two surfaces on which are applied appropriate Dirichlet boundary conditions to represent
the (inverse) deformation of these surfaces to their positions on the otherwise unknown unstressed
reference configuration C1. On the rest of the boundary, traction-free boundary conditions are
imposed. The solution is obtained by solving (28) for fˆ with χˆ = 0 and Hs = 0. Let the
deformation gradient of C1 with respect to C2, the latter with the slit, be denoted as W (1). Let
the continuous deformation from C˜2 to the unknown configuration C3 be denoted as g and the
inverse of its deformation gradient asW (2). Then, defining grad fˆ as grad3 fˆ = W
(1)(grad2 g)
−1 =
W (1)W (2), we solve (28) for g with χˆ = 0 and Hs = 0; the subscripts 3 and 2 are included to
indicate the fact that the spatial derivatives are w.r.t the configurations C3 and C˜2, respectively,
and the div in (28) is to be understood as div3 as well. As this is simply a motivational example, in
the solutions shown in Fig. 6(a), we assume for simplicity that div3 ≈ div2 which may be justified
for | grad2 g− I|  1 (in the context of nonlinear finite element computations, this approximation
is not essential in any way).
Figure 6(a) shows the σ11 field of a 45
◦ positive disclination computed from the Eshelby process
described above; the Dirichlet b.c. in Step 1 corresponds to the geometry of setting up a 45◦
gap-wedge between C1 and C2. The stress field σ11 of a disclination of the same strength on the
configuration C2 is computed by setting up the g.disclination density field according to (18).
The system (28) is solved with Zs = 0 and div = div2 and the result is shown in Figure
8(b). Figure 6(b) shows the difference δσe,g following the definition in (1), where the subscript e
denotes the stress field from the Eshelby process and the subscript g denotes the stress field from
g.disclination model. The maximum of δσe,g is less than 5%.
We note here that both the Eshelby cut-weld problem and the g.disclination problem are solved
on a FE mesh with the same refinement and cannot represent singularities. It is most likely that
the exact solution for the Eshelby cut-weld problem actually has a stress singularity at the origin
which would be evident with mesh refinement. On the other hand, the g.disclination problem of
the same strength does not have a singularity due to the definition of a well-defined core defined
by the parameter c (that is expected to emerge in more comprehensive modeling from energetics).
The far-field correspondence of the results however is expected to remain as shown in Fig. 6(b).
5.2 Approximation in S prescription
The considerations above related to the Eshelby cut-weld problem also make clear an important
issue in the definition of the strength of a disclination; namely, that the definition of the difference
(W1 −W2) in the strength of a g.disclination in (15), (18), strictly speaking, cannot simply be
achieved from the knowledge of the geometry of the gap/overlap wedge to be eliminated. Instead,
it also requires knowledge of the additional tensor field W (2) along the ‘weld’ surface. In principle,
this is not a problem when physical observations are at hand defining the details of the interface and
the question is to compute the elastic fields on the whole body, or when a full problem of evolution
is solved, in which case the g.disclination density Π, the eigenwall field S, and their elastic fields
are predicted quantities. Denote the (geometrically, or otherwise) inferred i-elastic distortion fields
across the interface as W i1 and W
i
2. Then we have
W1 −W2 = (W i1 −W i2)W (2).
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Configuration 1
Gap wedge
(a) Configuration C1 with a gap wedge.
Configuration 2
Dirichlet
boundary 
condition
applied,
non-zero 
traction
(b) Configuration C2 with a closed wedge. The
configuration after welding the two edges is de-
noted as C˜2.
Configuration 3
Relaxed 
interface
(c) Schematic of possible configuration C3 after
welding the wedge and relaxing the body.
Figure 5: An Eshelby cut-weld process to form a single positive disclination. After applying
Dirichlet boundary conditions, the gap wedge in C1 is closed and the resultant traction along the
interface in C2 is non-zero. The two edges are welded to generate the configuration C˜2. C3 is
attained by applying the negative of the obtained resultant traction along the interface on C˜2 and
solving for equilibrium of forces.
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(a) Stress field of the ‘Eshelby disclination’ in
the finite deformation setting.
(b) δσe,g between Eshelby process and the
g.disclination model.
Figure 6: Stress field σ11 for a single disclination viewed as an Eshelby process in the finite defor-
mation setting. The maximum of δσe,g is less than 5%.
On defining ∆W := W1 −W2 and ∆W i := W i1 −W i2, we have
∆W −∆W i = ∆W i(W (2) − I).
In most problems solved in this paper, we assume the W (2) field to be approximately the identity
tensor for the purpose of defining the g.disclination strength, the eigenwall fields and the dislocation
density along interfaces (that serves as specified data), and approximate ∆W as ∆W i.
5.3 Field of a single disclination: comparison with the classical theory
In the linear elastic, small deformation theory [DeW73b], the 2-d stress field at x for a straight
disclination along the x3 direction passing through the coordinate origin is given as
σ11 =
GΩ3
2pi(1− ν)
[
ln ρ+
x22
ρ2
+
ν
1− 2ν
]
σ22 =
GΩ3
2pi(1− ν)
[
ln ρ+
x21
ρ2
+
ν
1− 2ν
]
σ12 =− GΩ3x1x2
2pi(1− ν)ρ2 ,
where ρ =
√
x21 + x
2
2. With reference to Figure 4, and a misorientation angle θ of 5
◦ , we have
Ω = 0.0875e3, (30)
from (20).
The g.disclination density is defined from (17) as
Π =
{
∆Wij
ct ei ⊗ ej ⊗ e3 where |x1| ≤ c2 and |x2| ≤ t2
0 otherwise,
(31)
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where i, j = 1, 2, c is the core width, t is the layer thickness and the matrix [∆W ] is given as[
0 0.0875
−0.0875 0
]
.
The size of the body is 10 × 10 and the size of the disclination core is 0.5 × 0.5 (in units of t,
the core height). To compare our numerical solution with DeWit’s infinite-medium solutions, the
following Neumann boundary conditions are utilized. Considering the body in our model as a patch
in an infinite domain, the traction field on the boundary of the corresponding patch from the infinite-
medium solution is applied. Figure 7(a) is the stress field σ11 from the DeWit solution with Frank
vector (30) and Figure 7(b) is the stress field σ11 from small deformation g.disclination theory with
the g.disclination density (31). Here, we denote σa as the stress field from the analytical solution
and σg as the stress field from the g.disclination model. The difference between the analytical
solution and the g.disclination solution is denoted as δσa,g following the definition (1).
Figure 7(c) shows the defined difference of the stress field; the computed stress field from
g.disclination theory matches with the DeWit solution very well. Outside the core, the defined
difference is less than 1%.
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(a) σ11 for a single disclination from classical lin-
ear elasticity.
(b) σ11 for a single disclination from the
g.disclination model.
(c) δσa,g between classical linear elasticity and the
g.disclination model.
Figure 7: The stress field σ11 and the comparison δσa,g for a single disclination. The result from
the g.disclination model matches well with the linear elasticity solution, with the δσa,g maximum
outside the core being less than 1%.
5.4 A single disclination with large misorientation
We examine the difference between the stress fields from the small and finite deformation settings
arising from a single disclination representing a high misorientation. For the small deformation
problem, we assume the misorientation magnitude to be represented by tan θ, where θ is the
misorientation, following (20). We set up a single disclination with a 45◦ misorientation and apply
traction-free boundary conditions. Figure 8(a) is the stress field from the small deformation setting
and Figure 8(b) is that from the finite deformation setting. Figure 8(c) is the plot of the difference
δσs,f , whose maximum is about 40% and the mean of δσs,f is 1.39%. It is clear that for large
misorientations like the one shown (which is more than the commonly believed threshold of > 11◦),
there are significant differences between the small and finite deformation results.
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(a) Stress field σ11 from small deformation set-
ting.
(b) Stress field σ11 from finite deformation set-
ting.
(c) δσs,f between the small and finite deforma-
tion settings.
Figure 8: Stress field σ11 for a single disclination from both the small and finite deformation settings.
The maximum of δσs,f is about 40% and the mean of δσs,f is 1.39%.
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5.5 Single dislocation
Here we solve an edge dislocation problem, interpreted as a g.disclination dipole, as discussed
in [ZA16, Sec. 4.3]. In this context, two opposite-sign g.disclinations are prescribed with the
distortion differences as pure rotation differences (g.disclinations become pure disclinations), with
Frank vector Ω and −Ω respectively. Based on the results in [ZA16], the Burgers vector b for this
disclination dipole in small deformation theory is given as b = Ω×δr, where δr is the dipole vector
(the vector that separates the two disclinations in the dipole).
Figure 9(a) is the stress field σ11 from the g.disclination dipole model and Figure 9(b) is the stress
field σ11 for the classical linear elastic dislocation with the corresponding Burgers vector b = Ω×δr.
The traction boundary condition in the g.disclination dipole model is set to be that arising from
the stress field of the corresponding classical linear elastic dislocation, following identical logic as
in Section 5.3. σa denotes the stress field of the classical linear elastic edge dislocation and σd
is the stress field from the g.disclination dipole model. The difference between the classical linear
elasticity and the g.disclination dipole model is denoted as δσa,d following definition (1). Figure
9(c) shows δσa,d. Outside the core, the stress fields from the g.disclination model match the one
from the classical linear elastic dislocation very well.
5.6 High-angle grain boundaries
As discussed in [ZA16], a grain boundary can be interpreted as a series of disclination dipoles. The
elastic field of such a high-angle grain boundary is computed in this section. Also computed are
the fields of a tilt grain boundary with disclination dipoles as well as with additional dislocations.
5.6.1 High-angle grain boundary modeled by g.disclination dipoles
Consider a grain boundary interpreted as four disclination dipoles equally spaced along the bound-
ary interface, as illustrated in Figure 10. The individual misorientation magnitude of the discli-
nations involved in each dipole is 45◦. The resulting grain boundary has the same misorientation
magnitude.
Figure 11(a) and Figure 11(b) show the σ22 stress fields for the grain boundary in Figure 10
from the small and finite deformation settings, respectively. Figure 11(c) is the plot of the defined
difference between the two deformation settings. The maximum of δσs,f is about 20% and the
mean of δσs,f is 0.57%.
5.6.2 Tilt grain boundary comprising disclination dipoles and dislocations
In some circumstances, dislocations and disclination dipoles both exist along a boundary interface,
as shown in Figure 12 from [BAC05]. Figure 12(a) shows a large-angle, symmetric tilt grain
boundary with a 53.1◦ misorientation. A slightly increased tilt angle is established by a bending
load while maintaining the grain boundary structure intact, as shown in Figure 12(b). In Figure
12(c), dislocations are introduced to eliminate the long-range stresses generated in Figure 12(b), i.e.
the configuration with the additional tilt can be supported with no bending loads in the presence
of the added dislocations; such a configuration is actually observed in reality [BAC05].
We now calculate the fields of a tilt grain boundary without dislocations as in Figure 12(b) and
the tilt grain boundary with dislocations as in Figure 12(c), aiming to prove that the tilt grain
boundary with dislocations in this case is a preferred state with lower energy. The crystal rotation
field with respect to the interface of both sides far away from the interface in Figure 12(b) is the
same as the one in Figure 12(c). To model the configuration in Figure 12(b), the grain boundary is
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(a) Stress field σ11 from the g.disclination dipole
model.
(b) Stress field σ11 from linear elasticity.
(c) δσa,d between the g.disclination dipole model and
linear elasticity.
Figure 9: Stress fields σ11 of a single dislocation from the g.disclination dipole model and linear
elasticity, respectively. Outside the core, the difference δσa,d is less than 3%. Inside core, the stress
field from linear elasticity blows up.
Figure 10: A grain boundary interpreted as disclination dipoles equally spaced along the boundary
interface. The red lines represent one grain while the blue lines represent another grain. Red points
are positive disclinations and green points are negative disclinations.
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(a) Stress field σ22 for a grain boundary wall from the
small deformation setting.
(b) Stress field σ22 for the grain boundary wall from
the finite deformation setting.
(c) δσs,f between the small and finite deformation set-
tings.
Figure 11: Stress field σ22 for a grain boundary represented by a series of disclination dipoles. The
maximum of δσs,f is about 20% and the mean of δσs,f is 0.57%.
Figure 12: (a) A common tilt grain boundary with a 53.1 degree tilt angle. (b) The configuration
after applying a little additional tilt angle on the grain boundary in (a), without any rearrangement,
which will have far field stress. (c) The configuration with some dislocations introduced along the
interface to eliminate far field stress. (Figures reproduced from [BAC05] with permission from John
Wiley and Sons.)
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(a) Defect prescription for tilt
grain boundary without dislo-
cations.
(b) Defect prescription for tilt
grain boundary with disloca-
tions.
Figure 13: Defect illustrations for tilt grain boundary. In both with-dislocation case and without-
dislocation case, the red dots represent positive disclinations; the blue dots represent negative
disclinations and the green diamonds represent dislocations.
modeled as a series of disclination dipoles as shown in Figure 13(a), where the red points represent
positive disclinations and the blue points represent the negative disclinations. A Dirichlet boundary
condition is applied, equivalent to a bending deformation due to an increased angle of 5◦. Namely,
the dislocation-free case in Figure 12(b) can be treated as a superposition of a grain boundary
problem and an elastic bending problem. The grain boundary interface in Figure 12(c) is modeled
as an array of disclination dipoles with dislocations being inserted between every three dipoles, as
shown in Figure 13(b). The magnitude of the Burgers vector of the inserted dislocations is obtained
from the Frank-Bilby formula |b| = θ/d where θ is the additional tilt angle (5◦ in this problem) and
d is the dislocation spacing. Thus, the additional title angle is generated by the extra half planes
introduced by the inserted dislocations, instead of additional elastic bending. In Figure 13(b), the
red points represent positive disclinations, the blue points represent negative disclinations, and the
green diamonds represent dislocations. The stress fields σ11 of the with-dislocation configuration
in Figure 12(c) from the small and finite deformation settings are shown in Figure 14(a) and 14(b)
respectively. Figure 14(c) shows δσs,f between the two deformation settings. The maximum of
δσs,f is 53% and the mean of δσs,f is 1.62%. The stress field σ11 of the dislocation-free case
in Figure 12(b) is shown in Figure 14(d) and the total energy of the dislocation-free problem is
103 times larger than the one in the with-dislocation case. Thus, this calculation indicates that
with-dislocation case is the preferred state because of its lower total energy.
5.7 Disconnection on a grain boundary
A disconnection is the region that connects two parallel grain boundary segments, referred to as
terraces, that do not belong to a common plane. Extensive work on grain boundary disconnections
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(a) Stress σ11 for a tilt grain bound-
ary from with-dislocation model in
the small deformation setting.
(b) Stress σ11 for a tilt grain bound-
ary from with-dislocation model in
the finite deformation setting.
(c) δσs,f between small and finite
deformation settings. The colormap
is plotted in logarithmic scale.
(d) Stress field σ11 for dislocation-
free case.
Figure 14: Stress fields σ11 of the tilt grain boundary with and without introduced dislocations,
from both small and finite deformation settings. The maximum of δσs,f is about 53% and the mean
of δσs,f is 1.62%.
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Figure 15: The disconnection is modeled as a dislocation whose Burgers vector can be decomposed
into the y and z directions. The brown dislocation represents the component in the z direction,
while the blue one represents the component in the y direction. The red dislocations along the
interface are the interface dislocations. (Figures reproduced from [HPH+13] with permission from
Elsevier.)
P
Q
ℎ𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
ℎ𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
(a) The schematic illustration of two crystals before
bonding.
P
Q
(b) The configuration after bonding, with a disconnec-
tion formed.
Figure 16: Schematic of a grain boundary with terraces and a disconnection. Since the lattice
vectors of the two crystals do not match, a step is formed after bonding. (Figures reprinted from
[HPH+13] with permission from Elsevier.)
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have been done by Hirth, Pond and co-workers [HPH+13, HPL06]. They described the entire grain
boundary as a series of terraces joined by disconnections. Figure 15 from [HPH+13] shows the
terrace model and Figure 16 shows a schematic for understanding the reason for the occurrence of
a disconnection. The terraces are assumed to contain misfit dislocations, and the disconnections
are interpreted as additional dislocations located at the steps joining the terraces.
In this work, a disclination dipole model is introduced and computed to describe the grain
boundary disconnection discussed in [HPH+13] shown in Figure 16. Figure 17 shows the thought
experiment for representing the disconnection by a disclination dipole and a dislocation. According
to g.disclination theory, we start from the current configuration of a disconnection that is repre-
sented by a disclination dipole and a dislocation, as shown in Figure 17(a). The red part is one
grain and the blue part is another grain. The black dot at A represents a negative disclination
and the yellow dot at B represents a positive disclination. Both disclinations have the same Frank
vector magnitude Ω with opposite signs. The disclination density for each disclination is assumed
to be derived from the difference of two (inverse) rotation matrices. The dislocation is located at B.
The green lines represents the interface of the grain boundary. To get the reference configuration
(the stress-free configuration shown in Figure 16(a), we need to relax the body by the following
steps:
• Cut the interface from the right end to B and relax the negative disclination at B. Thus, the
red part rotates clockwise by Ω, generating an overlap wedge. The configuration after this
step is shown in Figure 17(b).
• Cut the interface from the B to A and relax the positive disclination at A. The red crystal
rotates anticlockwise by Ω. Therefore, the point B on the red crystal moves to C and there is
now a gap wedge CAB. Furthermore, the overlap wedge generated by relaxing the negative
disclination is counteracted by the opposite rotation in this step, as shown in Figure 17(c).
• We now assume that the (true, F-S) Burgers vector of the dislocation at B in Fig. 17(a)
measured on the relaxed configuration is given by the vector joining C to D in Fig. 17(d).
We now relax this dislocation.
Figure 18 shows the composite Burgers vector obtained from the above relaxation as a super-
position of the Burgers vectors of the disclination dipole and the dislocation. It turns out that
the Burgers vector from our model matches with the Burgers vector from [HPH+13]. Figure 18(a)
is the Burgers vector diagram based on g.disclination theory - disclination densities are based on
the inverse rotation matrices. Considering finite deformations, t is rotated to s by relaxing the
disclinations and bfdipole is denoted as the Burgers vector of the disclination dipole. Denote the
i-elastic 1-distortion difference of the positive disclination as ∆. The dipole separation vector in
Figure 18(a) is t. Based on a result in [ZA16, Eqn(33)], the Burgers vector of the g.disclination
dipole bfdipole is given as
bfdipole = ∆t.
Assuming a completely in-plane problem, denote the rotation tensor acting on t to produce s
in Figure 18(a) as R. The vector t on the blue crystal is assumed to remain unchanged under the
whole relaxation. Thus the i-elastic, 1-distortion difference is given by
∆ = R− I,
with the matrix of R (in any orthonormal basis) given by[
cosΩ − sinΩ
sinΩ cosΩ
]
.
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AB
(a) The current configuration of a disconnection on
the grain boundary, represented by a disclination
dipole and a dislocation.
A
B
Ω
(b) Cut the interface from the right end to B and relax
the negative disclination. An overlap wedge appears
with angle Ω.
B
A
C
Ω
(c) Cut the interface from B to A and relax the posi-
tive disclination.The overlap wedge is eliminated while
a gap wedge is formed.
A
B
D
C
(d) Relax the dislocation at C. The red part moves
upwards.
Figure 17: The mechanism to represent a disconnection by a disclination dipole and a dislocation,
starting from the current configuration to the reference configuration.
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With reference to Fig. 18(a), bfdipole can be written as
bfdipole = (R− I)t = Rt− t = s− t = u
From the description shown in Figure 17, the Burgers vector of the dislocation, bfdislocation, can
be written as bfdislocation = v − s = p. Therefore, the total Burgers vector of the disconnection is
given by
bftotal = b
f
dipole + b
f
dislocation = u+ p = q,
matching the result from [HPH+13]. Figure 18(b) is the Burgers vector diagram for the small
deformation case. In this approximation, the dipole Burgers vector, bsdipole, is given by [ZA16,
Eqn(7)]
bsdipole = Ω × t,
where Ω is the Frank vector of the positive disclination and is given by tanΩe3 by (20). Then,
bsdipole can be written as
bsdipole = u
′,
where u′ is a vector perpendicular to t with length tanΩ|t|. The ‘rotated’ image of t is s′ = t+u′.
The Burgers vector of the dislocation bsdislocation is ,
bsdislocation = v − s′ = p′
Thus, the total Burgers vector bstotal is given as
bstotal = b
s
dipole + b
s
dislocation = u
′ + p′.
Note that if we use the bfdislocation as the Burgers vector of the dislocation in the small defor-
mation case, since p 6= p′, bstotal = u′+p 6= q. Writing t = t1e1 + t2e2 w.r.t any orthonormal basis,
we have
u = Rt− t = (cosΩt1 − sinΩt2 − t1)e1 + (sinΩt1 + cosΩt2 − t2)e2.
For |Ω|  1, cosΩ ≈ 1 and sinΩ ≈ tanΩ, we have
u ≈ −tanΩt2e1 + tanΩt1e2 = u′.
In addition, we can have the following approximations
s′ = u′ + t ≈ u+ t = s
p′ = v − s′ ≈ v − s = p
u′ + p′ ≈ u′ + p ≈ u+ p = q.
and the total Burgers vector of the disconnection in the small deformation setting closely approxi-
mates the finite deformation result for small disclination strengths Ω.
5.7.1 ‘Topological equaivalence 6= energetic equivalence’
Figure 19 shows the stress field and total energy comparisons between the disconnection represented
by an effective dislocation with Burgers vector q (Fig. 18), and three different disclination dipole-
dislocation representations of the disconnection where the dislocation is prescribed at different
locations along the disconnection step. The total Burgers vector is identical for all cases involved.
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(a) The composite Burgers vector diagram of a dis-
connection from a disclination dipole and a disloca-
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(b) The composite Burgers vector diagram for the
small deformation case.
Figure 18: The composite Burgers vector diagram of a disconnection. The composite Burgers
vector from the disclination dipole and the dislocation give the same vector as in [HPH+13].
In Figure 19, the green points are negative disclinations, the red points are positive disclinations,
the yellow stars are the disconnection dislocations and the blue star is the dislocation of strength
equal to the overall disconnection Burgers vector. In the cases with the disclination dipole (the
second, third, and fourth rows in Figure 19), the misorientations of all disclinations are 45◦ and
the magnitude of Burgers vector of the dislocation is 2 lattice constants. In the case without the
disclination dipole, namely the first row of Figure 19, the magnitude of the Burgers vector is 5
lattice constants, based on the explanation in Figure 18. The first column of Figure 19 shows
different defect configurations; the second column of Figure 19 is the stress field σ11 and the total
energy from the small deformation setting; and the last column is the stress field σ11 and the total
energy from the finite deformation setting. These results show that although the Burgers vectors,
for every circuit encircling the disconnection step, for all four cases are the same, the stress fields
and the total energy are quite different. Furthermore, the total energy of the configuration with
the dislocation being coincident with the negative disclination is the lowest.
In general, we find that the (outside core) topologically equivalent, dislocation-only configura-
tion is the highest energy configuration, this being similar to the finding of [AMK17] in the context
of smectics.
5.8 A disconnected grain boundary with misfit dislocations on terraces
We utilize the arguments of Section 5.7 to model a grain boundary with a series of disconnections.
The disconnections are represented as a series of disclination dipoles with the dislocations. The
misorientation angle for every disclination is set to be 45◦. The Burgers vector of the dislocation
in each disconnection is assumed to be b = −0.5e1 − 0.5e2 (that in reality is to be determined by
the crystal structure of the constituent crystals forming the interface). In addition, we consider the
terraces as containing misfit dislocations. Figure 21 is the defect configuration of the incoherent
grain boundary with the disconnections, where the incoherency is represented by the misfit dis-
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Defect 
Configuration
Finite deformation
Stress field Stress fieldTotal Energy Total Energy
Small deformation
1 0.67
0.23
0.73 0.43
0.440.83
0.46
Figure 19: A comparison of the stress fields σ11 and the total energies from both the small and finite
deformation settings for different defect configurations. The red dots are positive disclinations, the
green dots are negative disclinations and the yellow star are dislocations. The blue star is the
dislocation with the same overall Burgers vector as other cases. Although the overall Burgers
vectors are same in all cases, the stress fields and the total energies are quite different.
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(a) The misfit configuration of two grains with different
lattice parameters.
Cu
Ag
8
7
(b) The configuration after introducing an extra half
plane (a dislocation).
Figure 20: Defining a misfit dislocation. By introducing a dislocation, the far field incoherency
strain of two misfit grains is eliminated.
Figure 21: Defect configuration of the incoherent grain boundary disconnection. The black lines
within the body are grain boundary interfaces; the red dots are positive disclinations; the green
dots are negative disclinations; the blue stars are disconnection dislocations; and the blue triangles
are misfit dislocations.
locations whose Burgers vectors are determined by the crystal structure of the interface. In this
calculation, we assume the two grain materials are Cu and Ag, with the ratio of the lattice pa-
rameter being aCu/aAg = 36/41 based on [WBH12]. Figure 20(a) shows two grains before bonding
together, where the top is Cu and the bottom is Ag. Based on the lattice parameter ratio, it can
be shown that the far field incoherency strain can be eliminated by introducing an extra half Cu
plane every seven lattice constants, as shown in Figure 20(b). Therefore, the Burgers vector of the
misfit dislocation is one lattice constant and the interval distance between the misfit dislocations is
seven lattice constants. In Figure 21, the black lines represent the terraces; the red points are pos-
itive disclinations; the green points are negative disclinations; the blue stars are the disconnection
dislocations; and the blue triangles are the misfit dislocations. Figure 22 displays the stress field
σ11 for this configuration in both the small and finite deformation settings. The maximum of δσs,f
is about 170% and the mean of δσs,f is 0.67%.
Since defect dynamics depends upon the local stress field, such difference may be expected to
have significant impacts for kinetics.
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(a) Stress σ11 for the incoherent grain boundary dis-
connection in the small deformation setting.
(b) Stress σ11 for the incoherent grain boundary dis-
connection in the finite deformation setting.
(c) δσs,f between the small and finite deformation set-
tings.
Figure 22: Stress field σ11 for the incoherent grain boundary disconnection and the stress field
difference δσs,f . The maximum of δσs,f is about 170% and the mean of δσs,f is 0.67%.
5.8.1 Disconnected grain boundary with misfit dislocations on terrace separating
anisotropic bulk crystals
Anisotropic elasticity is the physically natural elastic response of single crystals across a grain
boundary. Here, we study a grain boundary with anisotropic elastic bulk response and compare
the results with the isotropic case. Consider a grain boundary where the misdistortion across
the Cu − Ag interface is the same as the one in Sec. 5.8. The specification of the anisotropic
stiffness tensors for the top and bottom crystals is described in Appendix C. Figure 23(a) shows
the stress field σ11 with anisotropy from the finite deformation settings and Figure 23(b) shows
the difference between the isotropic finite deformation stress and the anisotropic finite deformation
stress, δσiso,aniso, following the definition (1). The maximum of δσiso,aniso is 320%, and the mean
of δσiso,aniso is 12.3%.
5.9 Flat, through, and terminating twin and grain boundaries
In this section we explain the implications of our model with regard to the modeling of elastic fields
of flat interfaces. We consider both the case of a twin and a grain boundary.
Before considering grain and phase boundaries separately, we note a feature of our model
pertaining to both of them. With regard to stress, the governing equations common to both
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(a) Stress σ11 for a grain boundary with disloca-
tions and disconnections separating crystals with
anisotropic bulk elastic properties in the finite defor-
mation setting.
(b) The difference between the isotropic case and the
anisotropic case, δσiso,aniso.
Figure 23: Stress field σ11 for an incoherent grain boundary with dislocations and disconnections
in the finite deformation setting, and a comparison between the isotropic case and anisotropic case.
The maximum of δσiso,aniso is 320%, and the mean of δσiso,aniso is 320% is 12.3%.
situations are given by
curl Wˆ = S⊥ : X −α
T = T (Wˆ )
div T (Wˆ ) = 0
Tn = t on the boundary,
(32)
as implied by (7) and (9), where T is the stress. With statically admissible traction boundary
conditions (and assuming for the sake of argument the traction b.c.s to vanish), this implies that
the stress field on the body is solely determined by the fields α and S⊥ : X - in the linear case, such
uniqueness is proven in Appendix D. An important implication of this fact is that two different S
fields lead to the same stress field as long as their g. disclination fields Π = curlS are identical,
since S⊥ is uniquely determined from Π. We return to this issue in Section 6.
5.9.1 The through twin
In order to model a twin boundary it is imperative to predict an elastic distortion field that is a
gradient of a vector field (i.e. compatible) representing a shear of one crystal with respect to the
other, which nevertheless results in a stress-free state. In our model, a flat twin boundary can be
represented by an eigenwall field S with support in a layer along the interface and of the form
a ⊗ n ⊗ n where a is a vector parallel to the interface plane with magnitude determined by the
amount of shearing involved, and n is the unit normal vector of the interface. This is motivated
from the fact that the inverse deformation for a twin is continuous at the interface.
Recall from (4) that when α = 0, the i-elastic 1-distortion W satisfies
curlW = S : X.
Given the configuration shown in Figure 24(a), if S is prescribed in the form a⊗n⊗n in the layer
and vanishing outside it, then S : X = 0 due to the symmetry of S in its last two indices. Thus
curlW = 0.
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Since the through boundary has a constant distribution of S along it,
curlS = curlS⊥ = Π = 0
divS⊥ = 0
S⊥n = 0,
indicating S⊥ = 0. With this observation, and the discussion surrounding (32), we have Wˆ = I
(with appropriate boundary conditions imposed on f to eliminate rigid deformation from the
current configuration) and the stress vanishes. Also, since curlW = 0 in this case, (9)2 implies
curlHs = 0 and (8) implies that the i-elastic distortion W = I+Hs = −Zs is indeed a non-trivial
gradient.
Our computations recover this exact result; Figure 24(b) shows the L2-norm of the stress field
|σ| and it turns out the full stress tensor field vanishes for this prescribed S field. The compatible
deformation due to the i-elastic distortionW is shown in Figure 24(d) and 24(c). Figure 24(d) is the
current configuration with a twin boundary. Figure 24(c) is the reference configuration containing
the image of the twin mapped by W−1 (the mirror planes for this twin boundary are marked as
blue dash lines and the red lines in Fig. 24(d)). In Figure 24(c), the inverse deformation at the
left bottom corner and the vertical inverse deformation at the right bottom corner are fixed. With
this particular Dirichlet boundary condition, Wˆ = I.
It should be noted that if the stress response function was simply a function of W instead of
Wˆ , it would not have been possible to predict the non-trivial twinning deformation corresponding
to the stress-free state.
5.9.2 The terminating twin
Consider now a terminating twin boundary. The specification of the S field is the same as before in
the layer, but the layer does not go through the body, as shown in Figure 25(a). The terminating
twin calculated in this part is equivalent to a negative g.disclination problem. The field S : X = 0
on the body as before; however, curlS = Π 6= 0 and (32) implies there is a non-vanishing stress
field now.
As for the i-elastic distortion, we note first that, for α = 0, (4) implies that curlW = 0 so
that the i-elastic distortion is compatible. This can alternatively be understood from the fact that
S = S⊥ − grad Hs so that S : X = 0 and (32)1 imply that curlHs = −S⊥ : X = − curl Wˆ and
(9)2 then implies that W is compatible.
Figure 25(b) shows the stress field σ11 of the defect configuration in Figure 25(a) with the stress
function given as T (Wˆ ).
We note that had the stress response been taken as simply a function of W , then we would
have curlW = 0 from (4) and this associated with divT (W ) = 0 would yield the erroneous result
that the stress field vanishes.
5.9.3 The through grain boundary
For the through grain boundary, the S distribution is specified much like in the case of the through
twin, except now S : X 6= 0, but for the same reasons as for the through twin, S⊥ = 0. Since the
misdistortion at a grain boundary involves a difference in rotations, it cannot be represented in the
form of a rank-one tensor. Thus, the interface is incompatible and, in the absence of g.disclinations,
a dislocation density field must be located along the interface. In general, the dislocation density
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(a) The eigenwall field is prescribed in a layer
that does not terminate in the body.
(b) The magnitude of the stress field σ. The
stress field is zero for the eigenwall field in (a).
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(c) The reference configuration for the through
twin boundary.
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(d) The current configuration for the through
twin boundary.
Figure 24: The eigenwall field prescription of a through twin boundary and its corresponding
stress as well as the inverse deformation fields. Red lines and blue lines represent different lattice
orientations, and the deformation fields indicate a shear difference cross the boundary interface.
The stars on blue dashed lines and the red lines in (d) are the mirrored images of lattice sites across
this twin boundary.
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(a) The eigenwall field is prescribed within the
layer and terminates inside the body.
(b) The stress field σ11 is non-zero for the corre-
sponding eigenwall field in (a).
Figure 25: The eigenwall field prescription for the terminating twin boundary and its corresponding
stress field σ11.
should be measured and prescribed from experiments. Here we we approximate the interfacial
dislocation density as
α =
(
W1 −W2
t
⊗ n
)
: X, (33)
with t being the layer width and n the interface unit normal.
As shown in Figure 24(a), an eigenwall field S is prescribed along the interface through the body
and the dislocation density field (33) is also prescribed in the layer; W1 −W2 in the expression
represents a misorientation of 10◦. Figure 26 shows the L2-norm of the stress field σ of the
prescribed grain boundary in the small deformation setting. Since α is calculated from a skew
matrix, the stress field is zero in the small deformation case.
In the finite deformation setting, the interfacial dislocation density specification (33) results
in a non-vanishing stress field. However, an alternate prescription of the α field in the layer can
be generated from an interpolation of the two (constant) finite rotations W1 and W2 by a pure
rotation field across the layer and subsequently taking a curl of this field. In such a case, the Wˆ
solution to (32) would be an inhomogeneous rotation field, resulting in vanishing stress everywhere.
5.9.4 When is stress induced by flat grain/phase boundaries?
By the considerations presented in this Section 5.9, we have obtained the interesting result that
for flat twins and grain boundaries that do not induce a g.disclination density along them due to
gradients of misorientation/misdistortion, there is no stress in the body. In addition, the elastic
distortion for such twins are compatible whereas for grain boundaries they are not, agreeing with
classical notions that twin boundaries result in compatible deformations [Bha03] and that a strain-
free elastic distortion field is necessarily consistent only with a spatially uniform rotation field
[Shi73], a property not satisfied by a body containing a through grain boundary. Moreover, we
see the vanishing-stress result of through boundaries as a justification for many works on grain
boundary microstructure evolution [DeW72, BZB+12, HLL+12] that do not involve the notion of
stress at all in the first instance.
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Figure 26: The magnitude of the stress field σ for a through grain boundary in the small deformation
setting. The stress field vanishes.
Another interesting feature of our model with respect to the modeling of twin boundaries is the
fact that regardless of the distribution of flat twin boundaries (possibly terminating) in a body, all
individually modeled by an in-layer distribution of the type a⊗n⊗n, (4) implies that the i-elastic
distortion W is curl-free. However, as the case of the terminating twin and the considerations of
the next section (5.10) show, there can still be induced stresses due to terminating twin boundaries,
picked up by a different condition related to the incompatibility of the Wˆ field, sourced by S⊥ that is
in turn sourced by the g.disclination density field Π. This is reminiscent of the additional condition
for compatibility beyond the twinning equation that needs to be satisfied for the occurrence of
stress-free crossing twins [Bha03, p. 83-84, Sec. 5.10] - in our case an additional condition is the
vanishing of Π, beyond the S field being, pointwise, representable as
∑
i ai ⊗ni ⊗ni (with range
of i possibly varying from point to point).
As an example, we demonstrate the stress field of a hypothetical configuration of five compat-
ible phase boundaries converging at a point, modeled after a penta-twin configuration [DeW72].
We refer to this idealized configuration as a ‘penta-a-twin’ configuration and the boundaries as
a-twin boundaries, the ‘a’ standing for almost. Each a-twin interface involves a 72◦ misorientation,
resulting in prefect compatibility at their junction. Fig. 27 shows the configuration of five inter-
secting a-twin boundaries and two reference tiles (see Appendix A) sharing a common edge (the
black vector). The i-elastic distortion difference between two parts X and Y , denoted as δWX,Y ,
is defined as δWX,Y := WX −W Y . For a compatible phase boundary, δWX,Y can be written in
the form
δWX,Y = sa⊗ ni, (34)
where i is the a-twin boundary index, s represents the shear strain of one part relative to its
adjoining part across the boundary in question, ni is the unit normal vector field for each a-twin
boundary in the current configuration, and a is a unit vector parallel to the interface in the reference
configuration. Following the interpretation in Appendix A, we assume the reference tile at any point
x to be the same rectangle up to a rigid rotation, as shown in Fig. 27. With the assumed reference
tile, any unit vector parallel to the a-twin boundary interface in the current configuration is mapped
to the black vector (e2) in the reference configuration, indicating a to be the black vector in the
reference tile. Therefore, the contribution to the eigenwall field S from each a-twin boundary i (in
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its region of support is) is
Si =
s
t
e2 ⊗ ni ⊗ ni (no sum). (35)
where t is the layer thickness for each a-twin boundary. The unit normal vector for each a-twin
boundary is specified as ni = cos(αi)e1 + sin(α
i)e2, with α
i given as follows
i 1 2 3 4 5
αi 0.2pi 0.6pi pi 1.4pi 1.8pi
.
The numbers 1, 2, .., 5 correspond to the indices in Figure 27. The total eigenwall field S is the
superimposition of contributions from all five a-twin boundaries, S =
∑
i χ
iSi, where χi represents
the characteristic function of the ith a-twin boundary. In the region of overlap of the boundaries,
based on (15), Π can be written as
Π =
∑
i
Sini
c
⊗ e3 = s
ct
e2 ⊗ (
∑
i
ni), (36)
where c is the width of the overlap region. Since
∑
in
i = 0 for the prescribed five a-twin boundaries,
W corresponding to this S field is is compatible and Wˆ should be as well since Π = 0. Indeed, in
our modeling we find that both fields W and Wˆ are curl-free for this problem and we demonstrate
the stress-free body in Fig. 28(a). Fig. 28(b) shows the reference tiles across each a-twin boundary
in the compatible reference configuration. Given the rectangular reference tile shown in Fig. 27,
we rotate the reference tile such that the contiguous edge of two reference tiles matches the a-twin
boundary interface direction, as shown in Fig. 28(b). Fig. 28(c) is a rendition of the deformed
image of these reference tiles in the current configuration under the elastic distortionW−1. The red
dashed lines represent the a-twin boundary interfaces. The blue dashed lines show the connecting
shapes in the reference and current configurations; the black dashed lines are the contiguous edges
for each pair of shapes across an a-twin boundary. Since W is compatible, the connectivity of each
pair remains intact.
Given different reference tiles (to be decided by crystallography), the corresponding prescribed
eigenwall fields S are different, leading to different i-elastic distortions W . Fig. 29(a) is the body in
the current configuration. Fig. 29(b) shows the rendition of the body in the reference configuration
mapped by W with a being e2; Fig. 29(c) is the body in the reference configuration mapped by
W with a being cos(0.7pi)e1 + sin(0.7pi)e2.
5.10 A stress-inducing almost penta-twin
A special stress-inducing almost penta-twin (with short form i-a penta twin standing for incom-
patible almost penta-twin) is studied in the context of the g.disclination model, serving as an
analog of star disclination [DeW72, GSJ+05]. A star disclination is an observed configuration
consisting of five flat twin boundary interfaces converging at the same point, as shown in Figure
30 [DeW72, GSJ+05]. The five twin boundary interfaces appear as straight lines in observations
[QYC+15], as shown in Figure 31. The misorientation angle for each twin boundary is 70◦32′. The
resulting ’stress-free multicrystal’ therefore has a gap wedge of 7◦20′.
Motivated by the star disclination, we set up an analogous problem by putting five a-twin
boundaries as follows.
• Put an a-twin boundary indexed as 1 in Fig. 32.
• Rotate 70◦32′ anti-clockwise from a-twin boundary 1 and put another a-twin boundary 2.
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Figure 27: An illustration of the configuration of five intersecting a-twin boundaries. The red lines
show five a-twin boundaries with index 1 to 5. The right part shows two reference tiles sharing a
common edge (the black vector). Each reference tile is a rectangle.
• Rotate 70◦32′ anti-clockwise from a-twin boundary 2 and put another a-twin boundary 3.
• Rotate 70◦32′ anti-clockwise from a-twin boundary 3 and put another a-twin boundary 4.
• Rotate 70◦32′ anti-clockwise from a-twin boundary 4 and put another a-twin boundary 5.
The misorientation angle for all prescribed a-twin boundaries is 70◦32′. The eigenwall field Si for
each a-twin boundary has support within the interface layers as shown in Fig. 32, and is specified
through (35), with vectors a = e2 and α
i as follows:
i 1 2 3 4 5
αi 0.212pi 0.606pi pi 1.394pi 1.788pi
.
The numbers 1, 2, .., 5 correspond to the indices in Figure 32. Recall (36)
Π =
s
ct
e2 ⊗ (
∑
i
ni),
it can be verified that
∑
in
i is no longer 0 for the prescribed i-a penta-twin. Thus, Π is non-zero.
Although W is still compatible for the same reason discussed in the penta-a-twin case, Wˆ will not
be zero and this produces stress. Figure 33 shows the stress fields σ11 from the small and finite
deformation settings, respectively.
5.11 Incompatible almost penta-twin with dislocations: stress shielding
Here we allow for dislocations to be present to maximally shield the stress field produced by the i-a
penta-twin configuration in Sec. 5.10 and explore the resulting stress field and lattice orientation.
The main idea is to introduce a dislocation density field to exactly be the excess content in S⊥ : X
beyond its projection on curls of rotation fields, where S⊥ is the incompatible part of the eigenwall
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(a) The magnitude of the stress field for the penta-a-
twin configuration.
(b) The reference tiles across a-twin boundaries
with contiguous edges in the reference configura-
tion.
(c) The rendition of the reference tiles in the cur-
rent configuration mapped by W−1.
Figure 28: The zero stress field and the rendition of reference tiles for the penta-a-twin configuration.
The misorientation angle for each a-twin boundary is 72◦. The connectivity for each pair of reference
tiles across the a-twin boundary remains intact.
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(a) The body in the current configuration. (b) The body in the reference configuration with a =
e2.
(c) The body in the reference configuration with a =
cos(0.7pi)e1 + sin(0.7pi)e2.
Figure 29: The renditions of the body in the reference configuration mapped by the compatible
ielastic distortion field W with different prescribed a (34).
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Figure 30: The star disclination configuration with five twin boundaries intersecting at point A.
Each twin boundary has misorientation angle 70◦32′. (Figure reproduced from [DeW72] with
permission from IOP Publishing.)
O
ne-dimensional (1D) nanostructures are widely regarded
as among the most important building blocks for a
broad range of applications including nanoelectronics,
optoelectronics, energy harvesting and storage, ultrasensitive
sensing and nanoelectromechanical devices1,2. 1D nanostructures
commonly exhibit ultrahigh mechanical strength, which make
them also ideal candidates for studying fundamental deformation
mechanisms at the nanoscale3–5. In the case of metallic nanowires
(NWs), dislocation nucleation from free surfaces has been
identified as a dominant deformation mechanism, in contrast to
the forest dislocation dynamics in bulk materials6–12. Recently,
NWs with internal microstructures have received much interest.
For instance, metallic NWs with different types of twin
boundaries (TBs) have been studied, including parallel,
inclined or perpendicular TBs with respect to the NW length
direction13–18. However, there has been relatively little study on
time-dependent responses of NWs under sustained or cyclic
loadings, in spite of the obvious importance of this subject to the
function and reliability of NW-based devices.
A number of recent experimental and computational studies
have revealed substantial time-dependent and partially reversible
deformation behaviours in small-scale materials with character-
istic length scale below 100 nm19, especially nanocrystalline metal
thin films20–23. These behaviours have been attributed to the
coupling and competition of reversible dislocation activities and
grain boundary (GB)-mediated processes at different temperature
and strain rates24–30. At relatively high temperatures and low
strain rates, GB diffusion/sliding can dominate the time-
dependent behaviours, while dislocation nucleation and motion
become more prevalent at lower temperatures and higher strain
rates. More recently, atomistic simulations predicted a reversible
transition between two crystal orientations during loading,
leading to shape memory and pseudoelastic behaviours for
several face-centred cubic single-crystalline metal NWs7,31–33.
This phenomenon was attributed to the formation of defect-free
twins facilitated by relatively low stacking fault energy,
nanometer-size scale and surface stress.
Here we report an unusual time-dependent deformation
behaviour in penta-twinned Ag NWs, with stress relaxation
on loading and complete strain recovery on unloading.
Penta-twinned Ag NWs contain five TBs running in parallel
to the NW length, exhibiting interesting mechanical properties
such as strain hardening14,18. The critical role of the penta-
twinned nanostructure is established by showing that the
same phenomenon does not exist in single-crystalline Ag
NWs. Large-scale atomistic simulations are then performed
to explore the mechanisms underlying the observed behaviours
in detail.
Results
Structural characterization of Ag NWs. Microstructure char-
acterization of single-crystalline and penta-twinned Ag NWs is
shown in Fig. 1. Both types of NWs are straight and uniform in
diameter, with growth direction of o1104, as shown by trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) images and selected area
electron diffraction patterns in Fig. 1a,c. The single-crystalline Ag
NWs exhibit a hexagonal cross-sectional morphology (inset of
Fig. 1a). Figure 1b shows a high-resolution TEM image of a
single-crystalline Ag NW, indicating a perfect atomic structure
along the longitudinal direction and a uniform atomic arrange-
ment at {002} surface facets. The penta-twinned Ag NWs contain
a fivefold twinned nanostructure with five TBs running along
{111} planes in parallel to the longitudinal axis of the NWs and
five surface facets along {100} planes with a pentagonal cross-
sectional morphology (inset of Fig. 1c)18,34.
The characteristics of the fivefold twins are illustrated from the
cross-sectional view of the left inset of Fig. 1c,d. The five twin
variants (TB-separated nanograins) are numbered from I to V.
Stacking faults along the TB between twin variants IV and V can
be clearly seen (see Supplementary Fig. 1). To further investigate
the defect structures around the TBs, atomic-resolution high-
angle annular dark-field scanning TEM imaging is shown in
Fig. 1d. In addition to the stacking faults, vacancy defects were
identified near the TB, such as those marked by solid circles
between twin variants IV and V. The average density of the visible
vacancy defects was estimated to be B2.23 1025m 3 (0.0375
in percentage), which played an important role in our atomistic
simulations. The formation of the vacancy defects is likely
caused by interaction of partial dislocations during growth
of the penta-twinned NWs. For instance, the vacancy defect
marked by A can be formed by the interaction of two partials,
1
3 111h i and 16 112h i, based on the following reaction,
1
3 111h iþ 16 112h i ! 13 111h iþ 16 112h i. The 13 111h i partial is then
locked, but the new 16 112h i partial continues to move and
interacts with another 16 112h i partial. As a result, a cascade of
vacancy defects (for example, the one marked by B in Fig. 1d) can
be formed.
In situ tensile testing of Ag NWs. We performed in situ tensile
experiments inside scanning and transmission electron
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Figure 1 | Structural characterization of single-crystal and penta-twinned
Ag NWs. (a,b) Low-magnification and high-resolution TEM images of
single-crystal Ag NW with growth direction ofo1104. Scale bar, 200 and
2 nm, respectively. Right and left insets (scale bar, 100 nm) in a show the
selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern taken from o1104 zone
axis and the hexagonal cross-sectional shape from SEM observation,
respectively. (c) TEM image of Ag NWs showing fivefold twinned structure.
Scale bar, 200nm. Right and left insets (scale bar, 20 nm) in c display the
corresponding SAED pattern and the pentagonal cross-sectional shape,
respectively. Stacking faults along the boundary between grains IV and V
can be clearly seen in the left inset of c. (d) High-angle annular dark-field
scanning TEM image of the cross-sectional sample showing the presence of
vacancy defects near the boundary between grains IV and V. The yellow
star in d indicates the centre of the cross-sectional sample. Scale bar, 2 nm.
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Figure 31: Experimental observation of the star disclination, indicating the five twin interfaces are
straight. (Figure reproduced from [QYC+15] with permission from N ture Publishing Group of
article under an open-access Creative Commons license.)
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Figure 32: A schematic of the configuration of i-a penta-twin with misorientation angle 70◦32′. The
red lines show five a-twin boundary interfaces where S has support.
(a) Stress σ11 from small deformation setting. (b) Stress σ11 from finite deformation setting.
Figure 33: Stress field σ11 of an i-a penta-twin from both small deformation and finite deformation
settings.
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Figure 34: Dislocation distribution for the stress-shielded i-a penta-twin. The dislocation densities
are localized along the five a-twin boundary interfaces with the identical magnitude.
field S obtained by solving the dislocation-free problem of Sec. 5.10. The obtained rotation field
is denoted as W˜ . Given the incompatible S⊥, W˜ is obtained by
ϕ˜ := argmin
ϕ
∫
B
1
2
(
curl((eϕ)−1)− S⊥ : X
)2
dv (37)
W˜−1 = eϕ˜,
where ϕ is the rotation vector and eϕ is the exponential map of the same, producing the corre-
sponding orthogonal tensor (an alternative is to require W˜ as an exponential map). By requiring
W˜−1 = eϕ˜, the i-elastic distortion field is required to be a rotation matrix. It can be shown that
W˜ obtained from (37) is one solution to the g.disclination theory as follows.
The introduced dislocation density is defined as
α := S⊥ : X − curl W˜ . (38)
Recalling (4),
α = S : X − curlW = S⊥ : X − curl Wˆ . (39)
We now substitute (38) into (39),
S⊥ : X = (S⊥ : X − curl W˜ ) + curl Wˆ (40)
to obtain
curl Wˆ = curl W˜ ,
which implies W˜ is a solution for Wˆ in generalized disclination theory for this problem.
In the with-dislocation case, we find that the dislocation density field defined by (38) is localized
along the five a-twin boundary interfaces (Figure 34). Furthermore, the norm of the dislocation
density along all five a-twin boundary interfaces is the same.
Fig. 35(a) shows the lattice vectors of the dislocation-free case mapped by Wˆ−1 from a uni-
formly oriented reference. Fig. 35(b) shows the lattice shapes of the with-dislocation case mapped
by W˜ . The dislocation densities eliminate the stress as well as far-field distortion caused by the
disclination at the center of the domain. In Figure 35(b), the lattice shapes in the current configu-
ration are chosen to be the same ones in Fig. 28(b). Since W˜ is a spatially inhomogeneous rotation
field, it cannot be compatible and the connectivity for each pair across the a-twin boundaries does
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(a) i-elastic distortion field in dislocation-free case
mapped by Wˆ .
(b) The rendition of unit cell shapes in the with-
dislocation case mapped by W˜ .
Figure 35: The i-distortion fields of the dislocation-free case represented by a vector field, and the
rendition of unit cell shapes for the with-dislocation i-a penta-twin case. In the dislocation-free
case, the distortion field involves elastic strain. In the with-dislocation case, the distortion field is
a stress-free rotation field, which is incompatible. The connectivity at the black contiguous edges
do not persist.
not persist, as shown in Fig. 35(b). In Fig. 35(b), the black contiguous edges in the current
configuration do not remain connected in the reference.
This example emphasizes the need for dynamics as it is physically reasonable to expect that
the production of the maximal supply of dislocations to shield the stress field of the i-a penta-twin
should be subject to kinetic constraints.
5.12 3-D fields: disclination loop and lenticular, plate, and lath microstructures
Problems that have to be posed in three-dimensional domains are now solved. We apply g.disclination
theory to study a disclination loop, and lenticular, plate, and lath microstructures. All the results
presented in this section are solved within with the finite deformation setting. The body is assumed
to be a brick with dimensions of 10 × 10× 10 and eight-node, hexahedral, bilinear finite elements
are used with size 0.1×0.1×0.1 (recall that lengths are in terms of the layer width for the eigenwall
distributions involved).
5.12.1 Disclination loop
Consider a disclination loop in a 3d domain that is discussed in [ZA16]. The configuration of the
disclination loop is shown in Figure 36, where AB and CD are wedge disclinations while AD and
BC are twist disclinations. In this problem, we assume that the S comprises a rotation discontinuity
with a 45◦ misorientation angle along the z axis, constant in the layer, as shown in Figure 37.
After assuming the matrix as the reference configuration, the prescribed eigenwall field is defined
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Figure 36: Disclination loop configuration in 3d case. The misorientation angle is α. AB and CD
are wedge disclinations while AD and BC are twist disclinations.
Figure 37: The eigenwall field S is constant with support in the layer.
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(a) Stress σ11 for disclination loop viewed on z = 0
plane in the finite deformation setting.
(b) Stress σ13 for disclination loop viewed on x = 0
plane in the finite deformation setting.
Figure 38: Stress fields σ11 on z = 0 plane and σ13 on x = 0 plane in the finite deformation setting.
as
S =
{
∆Gijei ⊗ ej ⊗ e3 |y| ≤ 1, |x| ≤ 3 and |z| ≤ 3
0 otherwise,
where i, j = 1, 2, 3 and ∆G is given ascos 45◦ − 1 sin 45◦ 0− sin 45◦ cos 45◦ − 1 0
0 0 0
 .
Figure 38(a) and Figure 38(b) are the stress fields σ11 on the z = 0 plane and σ13 on x = 0
plane. The stress fields physically match with the description of the disclination loop in [ZA16] that
the disclination lines AB and CD parallel to z axis are wedge disclinations (σ11 is concentrated
along AB and CD) and the disclination lines AD and BC parallel to x axis are twist disclinations
(σ13 is concentrated along AD and BC).
5.12.2 Stress-inducing inclusion microstructures
In this Section we consider four different scenarios by which phase inclusions may induce stresses.
Figures 39(a) and 39(b) show the configurations of a lenticular inclusion and a plate inclusion.
In all cases, the eigenwall fields S are prescribed along the top and bottom planes of the inclusions;
a dislocation density field α is also prescribed when the interface is incompatible.
In the calculations for the plate inclusion, we consider martensite variant transformation prob-
lems where the distortions comprising the discontinuity represented by S are based on [LIO98].
The i-elastic distortion W1 of the martensite inclusion and W2 of the matrix are given as
W1 =
1 −0.195 00 0.975 0
0 0 1
 W2 =
1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
 . (41)
The thickness of the top and bottom layers comprising the boundaries of the inclusion is 1. Figure
40 shows the stress components σ11 on the z = 0 plane and σ13 on the x = 0 plane for the plate
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(a) Configuration of a lenticular inclusion in a matrix.
y
z x
(b) Configuration of a plate inclusion in a matrix.
Figure 39: Illustrations of the lenticular and plate inclusions in a 3d matrix. In both cases, the
inclusions are surrounded, on all sides, by the matrix.
inclusion. For the plate inclusion, the top and bottom interfaces are flat so the g.disclination density
field Π as well as the stress field is localized at the terminating cores. Another commonly observed
microstructural unit is a lath that can be easily modeled within our setting as a very thin and tall
plate inclusion.
A second case we consider is a lenticular martensite inclusion with the transformation distortion
of NiTi martensite-austenite adopted from [Bha03, Sec. 4.1] as follows
emi = Fe
a
i ,
where emi is the image, in the martensite, of e
a
i a lattice vector in the austenite, and F
e is the
austenite-martensite transformation distortion. F e is given as
F e =
0.985 −0.825 −0.8250 9.284 0.5
0 0.5 9.284
 .
In this situation, there does not exist a normal direction to a single interface such that I−F e−1 can
be represented in rank-one form. Consequently, there have to be dislocations along the interface.
Assuming the austenite matrix as the reference configuration and following (13), we have
S =
I − F e−1
t
⊗ n,
where t = 1 is the layer thickness, and n is the layer normal pointing outwards from the inclusion.
Since the misdistortion (and the eigenwall field) is constant along the interface, the g.disclination
density Π is only non-zero at the terminating cores as discussed in Sec. 3.1. In addition, the
interface for this martensite-austenite transformation is incompatible and a dislocation density
field needs to be prescribed along the interface. In this calculation, we approximate the dislocation
density α following (33),
α =
(
I − F e−1
t
⊗ n
)
: X.
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(a) Stress σ11 for the plate inclusion viewed on z = 0
plane in the finite deformation setting.
(b) Stress σ13 for the plate inclusion viewed on x = 0
plane in the finite deformation setting.
Figure 40: Stress fields σ11 on z = 0 plane and σ13 on x = 0 plane for the plate inclusion problem.
(a) Stress σ11 for the martensite lenticular inclusion
in the austenite matrix viewed on z = 0 plane in the
finite deformation setting.
(b) Stress σ13 for the martensite lenticular inclu-
sion in the austenite matrix viewed on x = 0 plane
in the finite deformation setting.
Figure 41: Stress fields σ11 on z = 0 plane and σ13 on x = 0 plane for the martensite lenticular
inclusion in an austenite matrix.
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(a) Stress σ11 for the lenticular martensite transfor-
mation viewed on z = 0 plane in the finite deformation
setting.
(b) Stress σ13 for the lenticular martensite transfor-
mation viewed on x = 0 plane in the finite deforma-
tion setting.
Figure 42: Stress fields σ11 on z = 0 plane and σ13 on x = 0 plane for the lenticular martensite
transformation.
Figure 41 shows the stress component σ11 on z = 0 plane and σ13 on x = 0 plane for the lenticular
martensite-austenite transformation. Due to the dislocation density α along the interface, the stress
is not zero along the interface.
Another case of theoretical interest is a lenticular martensite variant transformation, where
the interface is compatible. In this calculation, we adopt the Ni-Mn-Ga material from [KNT+11],
whose orientation angle between two (stress-free) variants is 11.6◦. We assume the misdistortion
between the inclusion and the matrix along the curved interface to be tan(11.6◦)t⊗n, with t being
a unit vector parallel to the curved interface and n being the interface normal vector. Thus, the
eigenwall field S is non-zero within the curved layers (top and bottom boundaries of the inclusion)
and can be written as
S =
{
tan(11.6◦)t⊗ n⊗ n in the layer
0 otherwise.
Figure 42 shows the stress components σ11 on z = 0 plane and σ13 on x = 0 plane for the
lenticular martensite transformation. Although we do not prescribe the dislocation density α due
to the compatible interface, the Π is no longer localized at the terminating cores based on the
reasoning in (60) in Appendix B. Thus, the stress field along the interfaces is non-zero, as shown
in Figure 42(a).
We now calculate the fields of a needle shaped inclusions of one martensite variant in another,
motivated by the observations in [SGL11]. As opposed to the previous case of a curved interface
carrying a rank-one misdistortion at all points, but inducing stresses due to the development of a
g.disclination distribution along it, in this example the flat parts of the interface carry no defects,
but a stress is developed because the normal to the curved parts of the interface do not agree with
the normal direction required by the misdistortion to be compatible (note that this is different
from the austenite-martensite transformation described earlier where no flat compatible interface
exists). Thus, a dislocation density field needs to be specified along the interface and we specify it
in the form
α =
(
W2 −W1
t
⊗ n
)
: X,
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(a) Illustration of the needle inclusion of one marten-
site variant in another.
(b) Magnitude of the stress σ for the needle inclusion
viewed on z = 0 plane in finite deformation setting.
Figure 43: The needle martensite inclusion configuration and magnitude of the stress σ on z = 0
plane. The black dash lines represent the top and bottom interfaces of the needle inclusion. The
stress field is localized along the curved interface.
where n is the interface normal pointing outwards from the inclusion, t is the layer thickness, and
W1 and W2 are i-elastic distortions specified in (41).
Figure 43(a) shows the needle inclusion configuration of our calculation and the Figure 43(b)
shows the L2-norm of σ for the needle inclusion viewed on z = 0 plane with finite deformation
setting. The stress is localized along the curved interface due to the dislocation density generated
from the incompatibility.
6 Contact with the classical elastic disclination theory
We show here the circumstances in which g.disclination theory reduces exactly to DeWit’s [DeW73a]
defect model, including uniqueness assertions for the stress in both models. Due to the classical
theory being established for small deformations, our considerations here are restricted to the small
deformation case.
Recall the governing relation curlS = Π. A single isolated g.disclination can be specified by
specifying S as an eigenwall field with support in a terminating layer, with appropriate decay
properties in a core cylinder at its termination that results in a non-vanishing Π field being defined
there. As in (5), S = S⊥ + gradZs. We can decompose S⊥ into two part, S⊥ = S⊥skw + S⊥sym,
where S⊥skw is a third-order tensor tensor skew in the first two indices and S⊥sym is symmetric in
the first two indices:
S⊥skwijk =
1
2
(S⊥ijk − S⊥jik); S⊥symijk =
1
2
(S⊥ijk + S
⊥
jik).
Then we have
Π = curlS⊥ = curl(S⊥skw + S⊥sym) = curlS⊥skw + curlS⊥sym,
and we define
Πskw := curlS⊥skw; Πsym := curlS⊥sym
so that
Π = Πskw +Πsym.
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It can be checked from the definitions (5) and (6) that if S is skew in its first two-indices, then
S⊥sym = 0. The same conclusion holds if Π is skew in its first two indices.
Recall the dislocation density α defined in (4)
α = S : X + gradW : X ⇒ α = S⊥ : X + grad Wˆ : X
αil = −lkjWˆij,k + jklS⊥ijk
⇒ rqiαil,q = −rqilkjWˆij,kq + rqijklS⊥ijk,q ⇒ rqiαTli,q = −rqilkjWˆij,kq + ljkrqiS⊥ijk,q.
(42)
Substituting S⊥ = S⊥skw + S⊥sym into the second term of (42), we have
ljkrqiS
⊥
ijk,q = ljkrqi(S
⊥skw
ijk,q + S
⊥sym
ijk,q ). (43)
Since S⊥skw is skew in the first two indices, there exists a second order tensor ω such that
S⊥skwijk = ijsωsk (44)
so that
Πskwijk = knmS
⊥skw
ijm,n ⇒ Πskwijk = knmijsωsm,n ⇒ ijqΠskwijk = knmωqm,n. (45)
Equations (43), (44), and (45) yield
ljkrqiS
⊥
ijk,q = ljkrqiijsωsk,q + ljkrqiS
⊥sym
ijk,q . (46)
Using (46) and (45) to note that
rqiljkijsωsk,q = rqi[δliδks − δlsδki]ωsk,q = lrqωkk,q + ijlΠskwijr , (47)
we have
ljkrqiS
⊥
ijk,q = lrqωkk,q + ijlΠ
skw
ijr + ljkrqiS
⊥sym
ijk,q . (48)
For small deformations, Wˆ = I − Uˆ e and we decompose Uˆ e into symmetric and skew parts,
Uˆ e = ˆe + Ωˆe. Then we have
1
2
(
rqilkjWˆij,kq + lqirkjWˆij,kq
)
= −rqilkj ˆeij,kq. (49)
Therefore, substituting (48) and (49) into (42) and taking the symmetric part, we have
[
curl
(
αT
)]
sym
− (Π : X)sym −
(
curl
[(
S⊥sym : X
)T])
sym
= inc(ˆe), (50)
where inc is the St. Venant compatibility operator. When S⊥sym = 0, Π = Πskw and (50)
becomes [
curl(αT )
]
sym
− (Π : X)sym = inc(ˆe), (51)
which indicates that inc(ˆe) is sourced by the defect density fields α and Π. The linear elastic
stress field T = Cˆe, with C having the minor symmetries, satisfies equilibrium
div(C : ˆe) = 0. (52)
When S⊥sym = 0, DeWit’s disclination density θ can be defined as Π : X and equations (51) and
(52) become exactly DeWit’s model [DeW73a].
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Thus, we have shown that the stress and Uˆ esym of any solution of small deformation g.disclination
theory (10) satisfies the equations of DeWit’s theory when S⊥sym = 0.
It is shown in Appendix D that (51) and (52) suffice to uniquely determine the stress field
in finite bodies when C is positive-definite (possibly spatially inhomogeneous and with arbitrary
anisotropy), when the left-hand-side of (51) and statically admissible applied boundary tractions
are prescribed data. Hence, for this data, solutions for stress and U esym exactly match solutions for
the same quantities from DeWit’s model.
In Appendix D we also prove uniqueness of solutions to linear g.disclination theory and show
that for identical prescribed data corresponding to pure disclinations, dislocations and applied
tractions, g.disclination theory produces more information than classical disclination theory.
7 Conclusion
G.disclination theory [AF15] is reviewed and computationally implemented in the limited context
where the dislocation density field α and either the eigenwall field S or g.disclination density field
Π are given as input data. The theory deals with discontinuities in elastic distortion involving
defects beyond translational dislocations and rotational disclinations.
A numerical scheme based on the Least Squares and Galerkin Finite element methods for solving
the g.disclination theory is developed. Both the small deformation (linear) and finite deformation
(nonlinear) settings are considered. Various grain and phase boundary problems, including dislo-
cations and disconnections, are solved. By comparing results from our model with the results of
classical linear defect theory due to DeWit [DeW73a] for both the single disclination and the single
dislocation, we have demonstrated that our model is capable of recovering the essential beyond-core
features of Volterra defects. Contact has also been made with the Eshelby cut-weld interpretation
of a single disclination, at finite deformations. The necessity of accounting for finite deformation
theory in many problems related to defects with high misorientations has been demonstrated.
Future work will involve the development of computational tools for the analysis of the full
dynamical theory of defect evolution presented in [AF15]. Interestingly, the results of this paper
seem to suggest that it may very well be within the reach of the dynamical model to deal with
non-convex surface energies typical of physically measured grain boundary energies, and to deal
with phase transformation problems at large deformations without the use of non-convex elastic
stress-strain relationships.
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Appendices
A The fields Wˆ , W , and kinematic constraints on fˆ
In this Appendix we outline some physical thought-experiments for understanding the fields Wˆ and
W , and guidelines for the kinematic constraints on the field fˆ for the unique solution of (28) when
physically expected. The treatment is necessarily non-rigorous (given the scope of the undertaking),
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but we nevertheless provide it to lay out our intuition behind the various mathematical constructs
used in the paper.
On the current configuration, Wˆ is to be physically understood at any given point x by the
relaxation of a small neighborhood of atoms around x (our interpretation of this procedure is
explained in [AF15, Sec. 5.4.1], with W (x) there to be interpreted as Wˆ (x) here). We assume
that the relaxation always takes small neighborhoods to a state that is the ‘closest’ zero-energy
state for the neighborhood from its state in the (generally) stressed current configuration. Let the
arbitrarily chosen point where the condition Hs(x0) = 0 is imposed be x0. Thus Wˆ (x0) = W (x0).
This process of relaxation generates a relaxed shape of the local neighborhood around x0. We will
refer to this shape as the reference tile. We physically interpret W (x) at any point x as follows:
• Select a small shape around x in the current configuration.
• ‘Measure’ the traction acting on the shape through its boundary in the current configuration.
• Calculate the traction that needs to be applied on the the reference tile to fit into the current
shape.
• Compare two traction fields. If they match, then the shape under consideration is one ad-
missible choice, and the deformation gradient from the current shape to the reference tile is
one admissible value of W (x).
• Given a current configuration and Wˆ (x0), in general there can be a set of admissible W (x)
for each x in the current configuration. For example, consider a stress-free twin boundary in
the current configuration with x0 being in one variant of martensite; then W (x) for x lying
in an adjoining variant can be I or correspond to the twinning shear deformation between
the two variants. The actual W (x) is decided by further physical considerations, e.g. the
microstructure in the current configuration like the presence of boundaries or defects (of
course, the mathematical theory is designed to predict a definite evolution for the W field).
The above procedure allows one to define the fields S and α, at least in principle. Our theory
requires the specification of hard constraints on the field fˆ for a nominally unique solution to
the system (28). Recall that Wˆ (x0) = χˆ(x0) + grad fˆ(x0) −Hs(x0). Given S and α, χˆ(x0)
and Hs(x0) are known, and thus grad fˆ(x0) is known. The kinematic constraints on fˆ may be
generated as follows: choose fˆ(x0) arbitrarily; then using grad fˆ(x0), determine fˆ(x0+δx) around
x0 for a small δx. Then fˆ(x0) and fˆ(x0 + δ), for appropriately chosen values of δ, can serve as
the conditions on fˆ for eliminating ‘rigid-body deformation’ modes.
As illustrations of some of these ideas, consider the through twin boundary discussed in Section
5.9.1. Figure 24(d) is the current configuration. For the through twin boundary, Wˆ is the identity
field, and thus the closest-well, stress-free reference is compatible with, and identical to, the current
configuration. On the other hand, the elastic reference (Fig. 24(c)) obtained by mapping the current
configuration by W is also compatible, but now represents a compatible shearing across the twin
boundary.
For the case of the terminating twin discussed in Section 5.9.2, the current and elastic reference
configurations are shown in Figure 44. Figure 44(a) is the (compatible) elastic reference configu-
ration obtained by mapping the current configuration in Figure 44(b) by the W field. Since the
cwi-elastic field Wˆ is incompatible on the current configuration, Figure 45 shows the image of a
series of vectors along a circle enclosing the core, mapped by Wˆ . The red arrows correspond to the
closed circuit on the current configuration and the blue arrows represent the image of the circuit
under Wˆ . Since the body is compressed as discussed in Figure 25(b), the blue circle is larger than
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(a) The reference configuration mapped by W
field for the compatible terminating twin.
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(b) The current configuration for the compatible
terminating twin.
Figure 44: The reference configuration mapped byW and the current configuration of a compatible
terminating twin. Since the current configuration has nonzero stress, the reference configuration
of the terminating twin is different from the one of the through twin. The displacement at the left
bottom and the vertical displacement at the right bottom are fixed to eliminate the rigid motion.
the red circle. Furthermore, since Wˆ is incompatible, there is a gap between the start and end of
the mapped circuit as shown by the green arrow in Figure 45. However, because of the fact that
we are dealing with a (g.)disclination in this case and not a dislocation core, this gap would not be
a constant for all loops surrounding the defect core, as can also be mathematically understood by
the delocalized nature of the S⊥ field.
B Construction of S and Π
Recall Figure 2 and the definition of the g.disclination density Π = curlS from (15), whose
components are given as
(curlS)irm = emjkSirk,j = emjka,j
(
W1 −W2
t
)
ir
νk + emjka
(
W1 −W2
t
)
ir
νk,j .
Namely,
curlS =
(
W1 −W2
t
)
⊗ (grad a× ν) + a
(
W1 −W2
t
)
⊗ curlν. (53)
To calculate curl ν, we first consider grad ν (on the 3-d layer) from (11) and (12) given by
grad ν =
∂ν
∂s
=
∂ν
∂ξ1
⊗ ∂ξ
1
∂s
+
∂ν
∂ξ2
⊗ ∂ξ
2
∂s
+ 0⊗ ∂¸
3
∂s
, (54)
where
(
∂ξi
∂s
)
is the dual basis corresponding to
(
∂s
∂ξi
)
, and ∂s
∂ξi
· ∂ξj∂s = δji . In addition, based on the
definition of s in (11), we have
∂s
∂ξi
=
∂x
∂ξi
+ ξ3
∂ν
∂ξi
i = 1, 2.
Furthermore, since ν · ν = 1,
∂ν
∂ξi
· ν = 0 for i = 1, 2.
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Figure 45: Vectors along a circle enclosing the core in the current configuration are mapped by
Wˆ . Red arrows are the vectors in the current configuration and blue arrows are the vectors in the
reference configuration mapped by Wˆ . The circle in the reference configuration mapped by Wˆ is
compressed, and the green arrow points to the gap representing the incompatibility of Wˆ .
Thus, for i = 1, 2 and j = 1, 2, 3,
ν · ∂s
∂ξi
= ν · ∂x
∂ξi
+ ξ3
∂ν
∂ξi
· ν = 0
⇒ ∂
∂ξj
(
ν · ∂s
∂ξi
)
= 0
⇒ ∂ν
∂ξj
· ∂s
∂ξi
+
∂s
∂ξi∂ξj
· ν = 0
⇒ ∂ν
∂ξj
· ∂s
∂ξi
= − ∂s
∂ξi∂ξj
· ν
(55)
Since ∂s
∂ξi∂ξj
is symmetric with respect to i and j, for any i = 1, 2, 3 and any j = 1, 2, 3 we have
∂ν
∂ξj
· ∂s
∂ξi
=
∂ν
∂ξi
· ∂s
∂ξj
, (56)
(which can also be independently checked from (55)4 for i = 3). But this implies that grad ν is a
symmetric tensor since grad ν may be expressed as
grad ν =
{
∂s
∂ξi
·
(
grad ν
∂s
∂ξj
)}
∂ξi
∂s
⊗ ∂ξ
j
∂s
=
(
∂ν
∂ξj
· ∂s
∂ξi
)
∂ξi
∂s
⊗ ∂ξ
j
∂s
.
Since curlν = − grad ν : X, we have curlν = 0 (the computation can be done in an orthonormal
basis if desired by noting that symmetry of the (covariant or contravariant) components of a tensor
is a property that is invariant to choice of basis, whether orthonormal or not). Consequently, (53)
implies
Π = curlS =
(
W1 −W2
t
)
⊗ (grad a× ν).
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It is important to note that the curl senses gradients only in the longitudinal directions of the
layer and is insensitive to the (large) gradient in S that exists across the external surfaces of the
layer, transverse to the ξ3 direction. To see this, we may assume an extension of the function ν
beyond the boundaries of the actual layer along the ξ3 coordinate and assume a to be a smooth
function of the form a(ξ1, ξ3) = aˆ(ξ1)b(ξ3) with b such that it goes to 0 rapidly across the layer
boundaries from a constant value of 1 in the layer. Then
curlν = 0 in the transition layer for a for the same reasons as before, and grad a× ν = ∂a
∂ξ1
∂ξ1
∂s ×
ν + ∂a
∂ξ3
∂ξ3
∂s × ν = ∂a∂ξ1 ∂ξ
1
∂s × ν since ∂ξ
3
∂s = ν, the large values of
∂a
∂ξ3
in the transition layer is not
sensed by the expression.
Define D as the integral of Π over any area patch threaded by the core, such as the area patch
A enclosed by the black dashed line in Figure 2:
D :=
∫
A
Πda, (57)
where nˆ is the unit normal vector of the core surface A. After substituting Π in (15), we have
D =
∫
A
[
W1 −W2
t
⊗ (grad a× ν)
]
da
D =
W1 −W2
t
∫
A
(grad a× ν) · da
With the parametrization in Figure 2, we have
grad a =
∂a
∂ξ1
∂ξ1
∂s
,
da =
(
∂s
∂ξ1
× ν
)
dξ1dξ3,
so that
D =
W1 −W2
t
∫ ξ3=t
ξ3=0
∫ ξ1=c
ξ1=0
∂a
∂ξ1
[
∂ξ1
∂s
× ν
]
·
[
∂s
∂ξ1
× ν
]
dξ1dξ3.
Note that [
∂ξ1
∂s
× ν
]
·
[
∂s
∂ξ1
× ν
]
=
[(
∂ξ1
∂s
× ν
)
× ∂s
∂ξ1
]
· ν
=
[
ν
(
∂ξ1
∂s
· ∂s
∂ξ1
)
− ∂ξ
1
∂s
(
ν · ∂s
∂ξ1
)]
· ν.
Since ∂ξ
1
∂s · ∂s∂ξ1 = 1 and ν · ∂s∂ξ1 = 0 as shown in (55)1, we have[
∂ξ1
∂s
× ν
]
·
[
∂s
∂ξ1
× ν
]
= 1. (58)
With a(ξ1) given in (14), and substituting (58), D can be written as
D =
W1 −W2
t
tc
c
= W1 −W2. (59)
Thus, we obtain D = W1 −W2 and therefore the equation
curlY = Π
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implies that the integral of Y along any curve encircling the core is W1 −W2 (by noting that
divΠ = 0 and applying the divergence theorem on a ‘cylinder’ with the surface A as one end cap
and any arbitrary surface as end-cap with the constraint that its boundary is a curve that encircles
the core).
In the case of phase boundaries, the misdistortion W1−W2 can be written as c⊗ν representing
a shear difference. Then the eigenwall field S takes the form a(c⊗ ν ⊗ ν) and therefore
(curlS)irm = emjkSirk,j = emjka,j
(ciνr
t
)
νk + emjka
(ciνr
t
)
νk,j + emjka
(ciνk
t
)
νr,j . (60)
Based on the same argument to go from (54) to (56), the second term is zero and the first term
is non-zero only in the core. If the layer where S has support is flat, then the last term vanishes
and Π is localized in the core. However, the additional third term is non-vanishing along the layer
when the layer is curved, serving as a non-zero source of Π distribution along the whole layer.
C Specification of Anisotropic stiffness tensor
For the anisotropic stiffness tensor, the elastic constants for the cubic crystal of Cu and Ag are
adopted from [SW+71]. The stiffness tensor C can be written as
C = C˜ijkle˜i ⊗ e˜j ⊗ e˜k ⊗ e˜l,
where e˜i is the ith principle direction of C and C˜ijkl is the elastic constant. Denote the transfor-
mation from any orthogonal basis {ei} to {e˜i} as R. Namely, the component of R, Rij , can be
define as e˜i · ej . Then, we have
em · (((Cet) es) en) = C˜ijkl(e˜i · em)(e˜j · en)(e˜k · es)(e˜l · et)
⇒ Cmnst = C˜ijklRimRjnRksRlt
In the incoherent grain boundary disconnection case discussed in Section 5.8.1, R is a rotation
matrix with a rotation angle along e3 axis. The rotation angle of the top part is 22.5
◦ and the
rotation angle of the bottom part is −22.5◦.
D Uniqueness results in linear g.disclination and classical discli-
nation theory
Recall the governing equations (10) of linear g.disclination theory:
curl Uˆ e = −S⊥ : X +α
div (C : Uˆ e) = 0
(C : Uˆ e)n = t on the boundary.
(61)
We assume that the elasticity tensor C has minor symmetries and is positive definite, possibly
anisotropic and spatially inhomogeneous with sufficient smoothness. We also assume the body to
be simply-connected.
Now assume there is another solution Uˆ e
′
that also satisfies (61), and define δUˆ e := Uˆ e − Uˆ e′ .
Then, since (61) is linear, we have
curl δUˆ e = 0
div (C : δUˆ e) = 0
(C : δUˆ e)n = 0 on the boundary,
(62)
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which implies δUˆ e = 0 up to a spatially uniform skew tensor field, this being the standard Neumann
proof of linear elasticity, since δUˆ e is now a gradient. Thus, Uˆ e = Uˆ e
′
up to a constant skew tensor
and Uˆ esym = Uˆ
e′
sym. Thus, Uˆ
e and Uˆ e
′
lead to the same stress field, and their skew parts are also
essentially uniquely determined up to a constant difference.
On the other hand, the elastic strain of the dislocation and disclination problem in DeWit’s
model [DeW73a] is obtained from[
curl(αT )
]
sym
− θsym = inc(e)
div(C : e) = 0
(C : e)n = 0 on the boundary,
(63)
where e is the elastic strain, α is the dislocation density and θ is the disclination density. C is
the stiffness tensor (with the same properties stipulated above). Consider another solution e
′
that
also satisfies (63), and denote δe = e
′ − e. Then we have
inc(δe) = 0
div(C : δe) = 0
(C : δe)n = 0 on the boundary.
The first equation in the above set and the simply-connected body implies that δe is a symmetrized
gradient of a vector field, by St. Venant’s compatibility theorem. Then again, this becomes a
standard Neumann uniqueness proof in linear elasticity theory and we have δe = 0, and thus
esym = 
e′
sym. Therefore the stress field from 
e and the stress from e
′
are identical, namely the
stress field calculated from (63) is unique.
However, we note one important difference between the two models. For identically specified
data, note that g.disclination theory determines the closest-well elastic rotation essentially uniquely,
whereas classical disclination theory is completely silent about such determination. This is partic-
ularly relevant in the dislocation-only case where there can be no ambiguity in the definition of the
elastic rotation in incompatible linear theory.
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